
 

Chapter 2101 – Monster Galore 

 

 

The dissipating particles of light looked like fading fireworks on Battlefield No. 3. Gentle Snow, who 

stood among the fading particles, looked like a war goddess that had just descended onto the 

battlefield, her silver armor and golden greatsword only adding to her sacred, majestic beauty. 

 

 

However, the only thing the watching players felt when they looked at her was panic. 

 

 

“How?” Dust Blood could not believe his eyes. 

 

 

Gentle Snow had just slain more than 100 experts from Starlink and Blackwater! 

 

 

Every one of those experts had even posed a threat to him, yet they had been nothing more than pests 

before Gentle Snow. With five slashes, She had wiped out 80% of the two superpower’s joint team, and 

those that had survived had less than 50% of their HP remaining… 

 

 

“Is she really a player?” 

 

 

“Spatial tears? Can current players even be this strong?” 

 

 

The various major powers’ exerts nearby couldn’t help but watch Gentle Snow in fear. 

 

 



If she had used some sort of dazzling technique or powerful Skill to defeat those experts, they’d, at 

most, be amazed. After all, that strength would’ve been on par with monster-level experts. However, 

that was clearly not the case here. 

 

 

Gentle Snow hadn’t used a superb combat technique or Skill at all. She had simply relied on brute force. 

With her extraordinary speed and Strength, she had stomped on more than 100 Refinement Realm 

experts as if she were stomping on an anthill. This was ten times more shocking than if she had defeated 

her opponents with a combat technique or Skill. 

 

 

The system prohibited players from using tools or Berserk Skills in the Auction Arena. 

 

 

Yet, Gentle Snow had displayed Strength that defied common sense. Only Tier 4 attacks and above could 

cause spatial tears. 

 

 

Even God’s Domain’s current monster-level experts could, at most, exhibit the Strength of upper-rank 

Tier 3. Although the difference between Tier 4 and upper-rank Tier 3 didn’t seem major, it was actually 

massive. It was like the difference between a Grand Lord and a Mythic ranked monster. 

 

 

Even Shi Feng was astonished. He had to admit that Fragmented Legendary items were truly amazing. 

 

 

Gentle Snow currently carried two top-tier Fragmented Legendary items, and both were Strength-based 

and quite compatible with the Berserker Class. Furthermore, one of the items was a two-handed 

weapon. As Gentle Snow reached higher levels, her Strength would only rise to frightening levels. Purely 

comparing their Strengths, Gentle Snow’s was even higher than Shi Feng’s, and her physique rivaled his. 

 

 

When Gentle Snow had been questing, she had miraculously discovered a Bloodline called the Great 

Earth Bloodline. Although it was a Basic Bloodline, it focused on improving a player’s Strength. Although 

this new-found Strength didn’t help Gentle Snow become as powerful as a Mythic monster, she wasn’t 

far from it. 



 

 

She was truly a humanoid Tyrannosaurus rex! 

 

 

She has Tier 4 Strength? After watching Gentle Snow’s display, Heart Demon couldn’t help but tense 

with fear. 

 

 

 

He’d rather fight old experts like Sword Demon than face a player with Tier 4 Strength. With such an 

overwhelming advantage, Gentle Snow could easily outmaneuver any of his offensive or defensive 

moves. Fighting this female Berserker head-on would be suicidal. 

 

 

While everyone was shocked over Gentle Snow’s terrifying Strength, the crimson-clad Zhao Yueru, who 

stood some distance behind her Berserker friend, had finally finished casting her Spell. 

 

 

“Go!” Zhao Yueru shouted as she waved her staff. 

 

 

Tier 2 Curse，Scorching Thorns! 

 

 

Suddenly, hundreds of burning flowers appeared above Starlink and Blackwater’s remaining experts. 

Under Zhao Yueru’s control, these fire flowers shed thorns that rained down on her targets. 

 

 

Every one of these fire thorns had the Strength to rival a Grand Lord of the same level. Moreover, her 

attacks were precise and numerous, making them impossible to dodge. 

 

 

Boom… Boom… Boom… 



 

 

A series of explosions shook the battlefield, followed by towering pillars of fire that rose into the air, one 

after another. 

 

 

When the flames subsided, only three peak experts from the two Guilds remained alive. Everyone else 

had burned to death. 

 

 

This turn of events broke the spectators’ minds. 

 

 

“Isn’t she a little too powerful!?” 

 

 

“Another monster?!” 

 

 

“Just how much power has Zero Wing hidden?!” 

 

 

Everyone was in shock as they stared at Gentle Snow and Zhao Yueru. Although none of them wanted to 

believe it, they had no choice after witnessing such a dazzling display. 

 

 

… 

 

 

“She’s even stronger than before?” Yi Luofei, who sat in the spectator stands, was dumbfounded by 

Zhao Yueru’s performance. 

 

 



She had a far better understanding of how powerful the woman was than the other spectators around 

her. If not for the Auction Arena’s restrictions, Yi Luofei guessed that Zhao Yueru could even solo Heart 

Demon. 

 

 

However, Yi Luofei was even more surprised by the woman’s improved combat standards. 

 

 

When Yi Luofei had fought Zhao Yueru in the Black Dragon Empire, the latter had only been at the 

Refinement Realm, but now, she had moved beyond that, and Yi Luofei could see hints of Black Flame’s 

abilities in Zhao Yueru’s performance. Although she wasn’t as powerful as Black Flame, Zhao Yueru had 

displayed incredible control over her Spell. Yi Luofei doubted that she could control hundreds of fire 

thorns as well as Zhao Yueru. 

 

 

How much time had actually passed since the ranking competition in the Black Dragon Empire? 

 

 

 

Improving one’s combat standards wasn’t as easy as upgrading one’s equipment. It took a lot of time 

and effort to improve combat standards. A few months shouldn’t be long enough, yet Zhao Yueru had 

managed it… 

 

 

Could it be because of Zero Wing? Yi Luofei could not help but wonder. What did Zero Wing do? 

 

 

There was the same situation with Graceful Moon. Before joining Zero Wing, Graceful Moon had only 

been a relatively talented expert, but nothing compared to true geniuses. And yet, she had actually 

defeated three Refinement Realm experts from top-ranked first-rate Guilds by herself. Now, Zhao Yueru 

displayed similarly frightening improvements. 

 

 

The various superpowers’ members that watched from the sidelines had fallen silent. They no longer 

looked down at Zero Wing in ridicule. Rather, they looked on in fear. 



 

 

Everyone had thought that Blackwater and Starlink had Battlefield No. 3 in the bag, but now, only Heart 

Demon remained of the 120-plus experts on the team. On the other hand, none of Zero Wing’s 

members had taken damage. This didn’t look good for Heart Demon. 

 

 

Gentle Snow and Zhao Yueru might not be Domain Realm experts, but they had the combat power to 

rival Domain Experts. These two women might actually be even more difficult to deal with than actual 

Domain Realm experts. 

 

 

Moreover, these women’s classes complemented each other perfectly. 

 

 

The only option Heart Demon had left was a retreat. The old monster didn’t have a second option. 

 

 

… 

 

 

“Damn it! How does Zero Wing have so many players with such monstrous Attributes?!” Jing Yang, who 

watched via one of the gigantic, hovering Magic Mirrors, paled when he saw the one-sided battle. 

 

 

The fact that Zero Wing had monsters like Fire Dance, Alluring Summer, and Shadow Sword was already 

unbelievable, but now, two more monsters stepped out of the shadows. 

 

 

For a moment，Jing Yang even wondered if Zero Wing had found a way to cheat. 

 

 

However，he very quickly recovered his composure. 



 

 

Although Zero Wing now held an overwhelming advantage in two of the five battlefields, there were still 

three other battlefields. As long as Blackwater and Starlink dealt with the smaller Guild on these 

battlefields, Zero Wing might still lose this competition. 

 

 

Only, the hope didn’t last long as the other Magic Mirrors displayed more scenes that shattered Jing 

Yang’s fantasies. 

 

 

In Battlefield No. 2, Zero Wing’s Violet Cloud fought Mad Demon to a standstill. Moreover, Cola and 

Blackie trampled over Starlink and Blackwater’s experts alongside her. In the end, Zero Wing’s secured 

an overwhelming victory in this battlefield, as well. 

 

 

In Battlefield No. 4, Aqua Rose and Turtledove worked together, displaying absurdly high combat power 

and holding their advantage over Blackwater and Starlink’s experts. Wearing the Crystal Light Set, Silent 

Blade, Remnant Cloud, and Seven Light easily overwhelmed the two superpowers’ peak experts in 

Battlefield No. 5 with their superior Basic Attributes. 

 

 

For a time, an uproar shook the Auction Arena. Nobody had dreamed that Zero Wing was actually so 

powerful. The Guild had an absolute advantage in all five battlefields, increasing its collection of energy 

crystals. 

 

 

The first three battlefields were practically Zero Wing’s home turf. The Guild claimed over 70% of the 

energy crystals in these maps. 

 

 

The watching crowd only snapped out of its daze after the competition’s ending bell had rung. 

 

 

In the end, Zero Wing secured first place in the Auction Arena with an overwhelming number of energy 

crystals. The system then repeated the results throughout Star-Moon Kingdom five times. 



 

 

Not only had Zero Wing won White River City’s Auction House, but it had become one of the few Guilds 

that owned one throughout God’s Domain! 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 2102 – New Era 

 

 

Once the competition reached its official end, the surviving participants were teleported out of their 

respective battlefields. Zero Wing’s participants were transported to the Auction Arena’s podium. 

 

 

When Zero Wing’s 107 participants appeared on the gorgeous platform hovering in the center of the 

Auction Arena, they instantly became the center of everyone’s attention. The Magic Mirrors across the 

city displayed this scene, so almost everyone in White River City had their eyes on Zero Wing’s 

representatives. 

 

 

“We won!” 

 

 

“Our Guild won!” 

 

 

The innumerable Zero Wing members throughout the city cheered excitedly when they saw their 

Guildmates on the platform. 

 

 

White River City’s citizens were not the only ones amazed by this outcome. Practically every player and 

power in Star-Moon Kingdom was stunned. 



 

 

With just 107 players, Zero Wing had held White River City against four superpowers. Moreover, it had 

won the competition by a landslide! 

 

 

This was practically a dream. 

 

 

When the system had announced the Auction Arena’s activation, even players who had just joined God’s 

Domain knew that the Auction Arenas would become a playground for the various superpowers. Lesser 

powers had no place in the competitions. Even if they wanted to fight for an NPC city’s Auction House, 

they’d have to wait for the second round of promoted NPC cities. 

 

 

Ordinary powers couldn’t hope to understand the superpowers’ level of strength. This fact had been 

proven true multiple times in God’s Domain already. Even before the Auction Arena System, countless 

powers had fallen, caught in the crossfire between competing superpowers. Even first-rate Guilds had 

fallen，which ordinary players already considered unreachable. 

 

 

Hence, nobody had expected for White River City’s Auction Arena to end like this. 

 

 

By the time Shi Feng, Zero Wing’s Guild Leader，held up the crystalline certificate that granted the Guild 

the management rights over White River City’s Auction House, the arena’s atmosphere had reached its 

peak. 

 

 

I finally have it. Shi Feng burned with excitement as he gazed at the crystalline certificate that glowed 

with a multi-colored light. 

 

 

 



In his previous life, he had been forced to watch the various major powers obtain control of the Auction 

Houses in NPC cities from the spectator stands. In this life, however, not only had his Guild secured an 

NPC city’s Auction House, but Zero Wing was also one of the first Guilds to do so. 

 

 

Countless Zero Wing members shouted their elation throughout White River City, their voices echoing 

down every street. It seemed like these players were trying to tell the world that from today, Zero Wing 

was White River City’s true overlord. 

 

 

Now that Zero Wing had control of White River City’s Auction House, it had control over the city’s 

economic lifeline. Even if multiple superpowers moved against Zero Wing, they couldn’t touch the Guild 

in this city. 

 

 

Moreover, Zero Wing now had an additional income source, which would guarantee a certain level of 

the Guild’s development. Zero Wing’s position in Star-Moon Kingdom was also unshakeable now. 

Surpassing the Guild within its kingdom was nearly impossible after this victory. 

 

 

In addition, as one of the first Guilds to win the management rights to an NPC city’s Auction House, Zero 

Wing qualified to contest with the various superpowers for neutral maps. With a nigh-impenetrable 

mean headquarters, Zero Wing could afford to send more manpower to neutral maps. Now, Zero Wing 

truly had the potential to become a superpower in the future. 

 

 

A superpower! 

 

 

Countless powers and players in the virtual gaming world dreamed of commanding such power. 

 

 

When Gentle Snow and Aqua Rose saw the crystalline certificate in Shi Feng’s hand, they were just as 

emotional and excited. 

 

 



Neither of them ever thought that Zero Wing would reach this point. 

 

 

As the Guild’s core upper echelons, no one understood Zero Wing better than they did. The fact that 

Zero Wing had started as a Guild with nothing, yet developed into something so powerful so rapidly was 

a miracle! 

 

 

Although some assumed otherwise, Zero Wing truly lacked a background. It didn’t even have any 

financial support from major companies. Zero Wing had reached this point by relying on its own 

abilities. It wasn’t anything like the various large Guilds that didn’t have to worry about needing funds. 

 

 

“Black Flame has really tricked me. It’s no wonder why Zero Wing has always been uninterested in the 

various superpowers’ olive branches, going so far as to provoke multiple superpowers.” Galaxy Past, 

who sat in the spectator stands, couldn’t help his rueful sigh as he watched Shi Feng and the other Zero 

Wing members bask in their glory. 

 

 

When he thought back to his plan of surpassing Zero Wing with the Star Alliance, he found the idea 

laughable. 

 

 

Surpass? 

 

 

How was the Star Alliance going to do that? 

 

 

 

The 107 players on the levitating platform were enough to make the best first-rate Guilds tremble in 

fear, not to mention Zero Wing’s potential for growth. 

 

 



He more or less understood why Gentle Snow, Ouroboros’s former Guild Leader, had joined Zero Wing. 

Many first-rate and pseudo-super-first-rate Guilds had reached out to Gentle Snow when Blackwater 

had annexed Ouroboros’ but in the end，she had chosen to join Zero Wing，becoming a laughingstock. 

 

 

“This is strange，Guild Leader. Why do I feel like the various major powers here are actually excited 

about this?” Purple Eye asked strangely as she looked around her. 

 

 

Zero Wing had won this competition. The various major powers present shouldn’t have anything to do 

with this victory, yet they acted as if Zero Wing had won this Auction Arena for them all. 

 

 

“It’s only natural，” Galaxy Past said，chuckling. “Zero Wing broke the superpowers’ undefeatable 

curse and birthed a new era, so of course, the various major powers are excited.” 

 

 

“A new era?” Realization dawned on Purple Jade. 

 

 

Superpowers had always been undefeatable in God’s Domain. Only other superpowers could contend 

with a superpower. In fact, this was common sense in the virtual gaming world. 

 

 

Although there had been instances of a non-superpower defeating some of God’s Domain’s 

superpowers, these fights had been mere squabbles. They proved nothing. Moreover, these victors had 

relied on super-powerful items with limited effective periods. These items only allowed non-

superpowers to shine for a limited time, and there was no relation between these items and a power’s 

true strength. At most, these powers had attracted others’ attention and envy. 

 

 

However, the Auction Arena tested the participating powers’ comprehensive strength. No external 

items were allowed in the competition. Moreover, the various participating superpowers took this 

competition very seriously. 

 

 



Thus, Zero Wing was the first non-superpower to achieve true victory over multiple superpowers. 

 

 

This victory also proved that superpowers could be defeated. 

 

 

“Interesting. The superpowers actually lost.” 

 

 

“It seems the era of superpowers’ rule over God’s Domain has finally come to an end! After today, this is 

the era of new powers like us!” 

 

 

In one of White River City’s crowded Advanced Bars, upper echelons from powers that had been 

operated in secret began to grow restless after witnessing the Auction House competition’s outcome. 

 

 

Meanwhile, like the plague, news of Zero Wing’s victory in White River City’s Auction Arena spread 

throughout God’s Domain, reaching every major power and superpower on the continent. 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 2103 – Uproar in Star-Moon Kingdom 

 

 

After Zero Wing won White River City’s Auction House, the various superpowers received the surprising 

news in less than ten minutes. 

 

 

Although White River City was not an important NPC city, it was one of the first cities to have an active 

Auction Arena System. Naturally, the various superpowers wouldn’t let it slip through their grasp. 

 

 



Yet, despite four superpowers fighting to secure the Auction House, a non-superpower, Zero Wing, had 

won the competition. No matter how the various superpowers considered the news, it was 

unbelievable. 

 

 

The unexpected development made the superpowers suspicious. They all suspected that Zero Wing had 

support from a Super Guild or a major corporation. 

 

 

However, regardless of their assumptions, Zero Wing’s name had made it onto their lists, becoming a 

target to pay close attention to. After all, now that Zero Wing had secured an NPC city’s Auction House, 

it had gained a tremendous amount of financial strength. Moreover, this new income source was stable 

and beyond other powers’ influence. With this, Zero Wing was one step closer to becoming a true 

superpower. 

 

 

“Zero Wing succeeded?” Phoenix Rain could not help but be surprised when she read the report from 

her subordinate. 

 

 

Before the Auction Arena competition, she had expressed her willingness to dispatch a portion of her 

strength to assist Zero Wing with Shi Feng, but he had rejected her offer. She had later learned that four 

superpowers had intended to fight for White River City. Even she would struggle to win White River 

City’s Auction House with so many powerful opponents, yet the latest report stated that Zero Wing had 

emerged victorious. Moreover, its victory had been overwhelming. 

 

 

No matter how she looked at it, the situation didn’t seem realistic. 

 

 

She had watched Zero Wing rise from the ground up personally, but she didn’t understand how Zero 

Wing had become so powerful. For a moment, she even wondered if her subordinate had mistyped the 

victor’s name to Zero Wing. 

 

 



“Big Sis Rain, we’ve just received a message from the Great Pavilion Master. He wants to hold an Elder 

Meeting and requests your attendance. He says that it’s related to Zero Wing,” Blue Phoenix excitedly 

announced as she rushed into the room. 

 

 

“I got it.” Phoenix Rain could not help her bitter smile when she heard the message. 

 

 

She had wanted to help Zero Wing. She hadn’t thought that it would help her instead. 

 

 

… 

 

 

Ore Empire, Crimson Flame Fortress: 

 

 

After a long period of development, the Crimson Flame Fortress’s operations could rival that of a small 

NPC city. Including the NPC soldiers that guarded the fortress, it had become one of the safest rest areas 

in the Ore Empire, and it was very close to the Ore Capital City. By using the fortress’s teleportation 

function, players could reach the Regional Dungeon very quickly. As a result, the fortress had become 

exceptionally popular among players. 

 

 

 

However, tension dominated Blackwater’s Residence in the Crimson Flame Fortress. Jing Yang, who 

stood in the Vice Guild Leader’s office, was drenched in sweat. 

 

 

“Zero Wing sure has a lot of experts.” Xuanwu Chisa wore a faint smile as she finished reading Jing 

Yang’s report. 

 

 

Neither joy nor sadness filled Xuanwu Chisa’s voice, yet those who heard it would feel an extraordinarily 

frightening pressure. Even South Time, who stood behind Jing Yang, felt his legs wobble for a moment. 



 

 

“Vice Guild Leader, Zero Wing’s strength has truly exceeded our expectations. Do we still intend to put 

pressure on the Guild after this?” a blue-clad, elderly man, who radiated a much stronger aura than 

South Time’s, asked. 

 

 

Zero Wing had enough apex experts to rival an ordinary superpower. Superpowers would have a very 

difficult time harassing the Guild with their own apex experts. 

 

 

Zero Wing now had the strength to surround and defeat apex experts. On the off chance that its experts 

killed Blackwater’s, the consequences would be severe. Apex experts were incredibly important assets 

to a superpower, and a single death could be dire for a superpower’s development. 

 

 

Moreover, with the strength Shi Feng had displayed thus far, Zero Wing wouldn’t likely need to launch a 

large-scale offensive to deal with hostile apex experts. Shi Feng alone would be more than enough to get 

the job done. 

 

 

The only option Blackwater had left involved mobilizing all of its apex combatants to wage a war of 

attrition against Zero Wing. However, doing so would not benefit either side. Blackwater’s development 

would stagnate, and it would fall behind other superpowers. They had to avoid that method unless 

absolutely necessary. 

 

 

This was why the various superpowers rarely mobilized their apex experts to resolve conflicts with other 

superpowers, dispatching peak exerts, at most, to fight. Apex experts played a crucial role in acquiring 

powerful items, and superpowers couldn’t afford any hindrances to their development. 

 

 

Normally, superpowers also had the option of an economic war, but now that Zero Wing had White 

River City’s Auction House, it’s financial prowess was likely unshakable. 

 

 



“Of course, we are continuing,” Xuanwu Chisa said as she eyed the blue-clad elder beside her. “This is 

merely the start of Zero Wing’s tragedy. Starlink has won Auction Houses in three NPC cities, including 

Dark Night City’s. This has substantially increased the Guild’s overall strength. With the Starline 

Corporation’s support, Starlink will only grow stronger. Although it failed to take White River City from 

Zero Wing, it won’t let the smaller Guild off the hook so easily.” 

 

 

“Understood. I’ll make the necessary arrangements.” The blue-clad elder bowed and left the room. 

 

 

After the blue-clad elder, Jing Yang, and the others left, Xuanwu Chisa restarted the battle video of the 

competition for White River City’s Auction Arena. At one point, she began to smile. 

 

 

“Black Flame, huh?” Xuanwu Chisa’s eyes narrowed as she focused on the moment Shi Feng had killed 

Sword Demon. Laughing, she said, “How interesting. The fact that you have grown your Guild from 

nothing is truly amazing. It seems you have quite a few secrets, but turning a Guild into a titan in God’s 

Domain isn’t such an easy task. Show me how much you can grow.” 

 

 

Meanwhile, joy dominated White River City’s streets. Zero Wing’s members celebrated throughout the 

city like it was New Year’s Eve. 

 

 

Now that Zero Wing had control of the city’s Auction House, it’s position as Star-Moon Kingdom’s 

overlord was stable. Any power that picked a fight with the Guild in Star-Moon Kingdom would simply 

be asking for an early death. 

 

 

Although Zero Wing had only secured the management rights to White River City’s Auction House, 

White River City had the highest player population of any city in the kingdom. Merchant and Lifestyle 

players frequently gathered here, and various products flowed through the city every day. Any power 

that wanted to develop in Star-Moon Kingdom couldn’t avoid visiting White River City’s Auction House. 

 

 

 



It was easy to imagine the consequences if a power were barred from the city’s Auction House. 

 

 

Because of this, Star-Moon Kingdom’s various powers forbade their members from provoking Zero Wing 

under any circumstances once Zero Wing had secured White River City’s Auction House. Any player that 

ignored the order would be instantly banished from the organization, and no power in Star-Moon 

Kingdom would accept the banished player. 

 

 

Even the kingdom’s Dark Players were a little intimidated by Zero Wing. 

 

 

Before this turn of events, they had been able to move about the kingdom without fear, but as time 

passed, the merchandise in White River City began to have greater influence on their daily lives in God’s 

Domain. Furthermore, if they wanted to fetch a good price for the items they sold, White River City’s 

Auction House was the best place to go. If they made it onto Zero Wing’s blacklist, their relationship 

with the Auction House would be severed. 

 

 

At the same time, Zero Wing’s new position and influence in the kingdom attracted an unprecedented 

number of players who wanted to join the Guild. 

 

 

In the past, Zero Wing’s position as Star-Moon Kingdom’s overlord hadn’t been infallible, but now, it was 

truly unshakable. Taking into account the Guild’s incredible performance in the Auction Arena, players 

who wanted to leech off of others’ success and those who wanted to improve their own strength 

swarmed to join Zero Wing. ^ 

 

 

In less than an hour after the Auction Arena’s conclusion, Zero Wing had received more than 200,000 

applications. Many among them were experts that could reach the Trial Tower’s fifth floor, and some 

were even Half-step Refinement Realm experts. It astonished Gentle Snow and Aqua Rose. 

 

 

First-rate Guilds offered high prices and instant promotions to core member to recruit Half-step 

Refinement Realm experts, yet many of these experts approached Zero Wing, wanting to join even if 

they had to start out as normal members. 



 

 

However, the situation didn’t surprise Shi Feng. Zero Wing was only a step away from becoming a 

superpower now, and it was normal to receive membership applications from Half-step Refinement 

Realm experts. Moreover, the threshold Zero Wing needed to cross to become a superpower wasn’t like 

what other first-rate Guilds faced. 

 

 

Other Guilds typically lacked sufficient peak and apex experts when trying to become a superpower, but 

Zero Wing only lacked certain developmental aspects. 

 

 

Growing the Guild was much easier to accomplish than nurturing peak and apex experts. 

 

 

Of course, Zero Wing didn’t actually have any real peak or apex experts. The players the Guild had 

shown off in the Auction Arena had been forcibly created through powerful weapons, equipment, and 

Skills. However, with the Lost Town and Zero Wing’s many combat techniques, the Guild wasn’t far 

behind the various superpowers in its ability to nurture experts. Moreover, as the Workshop perfected 

the facilities in Zero Wing’s main headquarters, it would only be a matter of time before Zero Wing’s 

methods were even more effective than the various superpowers’. 

 

 

While Gentle Snow and Aqua Rose organized the Guild’s new members, Shi Feng made his way to White 

River City’s City Hall. 

 

 

Even after securing the management rights to NPC cities’ Auction Houses in the past, the various powers 

had only treated these Auction Houses as important income sources. They had failed to recognize the 

management rights’ true value. 

 

 

Someone had only discovered the true value of NPC Auction Houses after more than a year had passed 

since the Auction Arena System had been introduced. When this discovery had gone public, many 

powers had hated themselves for not investigating NPC Auction Houses thoroughly. If they had paid 

more attention, they would’ve been able to elevate their development to a whole new level. 



 

 

What the various powers had failed to discover was the fact that NPC Auction Houses could be linked 

with player- constructed Auction Houses. The process of doing so was troublesome, but compared to 

the potential harvest, it wasn’t worth mentioning. 

 

 

After waiting in the City Hall for some time, a Level 150, Tier 3 senior administrator approached Shi 

Feng. 

 

 

“Lord Count, I apologize for the long wait. The Magistrate is in his study. Please follow me,” the senior 

administrator respectfully addressed Shi Feng. 

 

 

“Alright.” Shi Feng nodded. He then followed the senior administrator to the staircase that led to the top 

floor. 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 2104 – Proper Use of the Auction House 

 

 

Under the senior administrator’s lead, Shi Feng arrived at a quiet and elegant study. 

 

 

The study was not particularly large. It had only two bookshelves, which were filled with dilapidated 

books. Some of the books didn’t even have a cover. At a glance, one could tell that these books were 

considerably old. Some of them even exuded a faint trace of Divine Might. 

 

 

In God’s Domain, every item capable of exuding Divine Might was extraordinarily valuable as past 

possessions of Gods and having been bathed in the aura of Gods for long periods. 



 

 

Among items that exuded Divine Might, books were especially valuable, since they recorded either a 

topic that interested Gods or knowledge left behind by Gods. Some even recorded hints and instructions 

on how to become a Tier 6 God. 

 

 

Hence, even a useless book that exuded Divine Might could sell for thousands of Gold on the market. 

Their value easily rivaled an ordinary piece of Epic Equipment. 

 

 

Meanwhile, more than 50 of such books were sitting on the two bookshelves. 

 

 

So, this is the study of White River City’s City Hall? Shi Feng was astonished as he gazed at the two 

bookshelves. 

 

 

From an ordinary player’s perspective, there was nothing special about a Magistrate meeting a player in 

his study. 

 

 

After all, the Magistrate would not always remain in one location inside the City Hall. 

 

 

However, what most people didn’t know was that Magistrates normally wouldn’t ever meet with players 

in their studies. 

 

 

Only the manager of an NPC city’s Auction House would be allowed to visit the study of the respective 

city’s City Hall. One could say that this was a special privilege of Auction House managers. Any other 

player would most likely never set foot in a City Hall’s study; Tier 6 God-ranked players were no 

exception. One could also say that a City Hall’s study was the most fortified location inside an NPC city. 

 

 



This wasn’t because the study was protected by amazing magic arrays, but because it was located in a 

special space. Like an Otherworld, unless one gained permission to access it, even Tier 6 Gods wouldn’t 

be able to enter the study. 

 

 

At this time, Magistrate Weissman was sitting behind an office desk and reading a book made of pure 

gold under the sunlight shining through the window behind him. 

 

 

Compared to the previous time Shi Feng met Weissman, the current Weissman was already a Level 200, 

Tier 5 Grand Wizard. 

 

 

 

This could be considered one of the benefits of White River City being one of the first NPC cities to get 

promoted in God’s Domain. With a Tier 5 NPC guarding White River City, even Tier 4 players would not 

dare act rampantly inside the city. The security level of the city was on an entirely different level 

compared to that of ordinary NPC cities. 

 

 

Players could develop themselves here without worrying about small incidents ruining all their 

investments in the city. 

 

 

You’re here. Do you have some business with me?” Weissman asked as he looked at Shi Feng with a 

friendly smile. 

 

 

Due to his promotion in tiers, Weissman’s intellect had received further improvement. The NPC was 

now capable of acting much more like an ordinary human being. He even perfectly suppressed his aura. 

If one did not use an Identification Skill on Weissman, they would most likely treat him as an ordinary 

old man. 

 

 



“Lord Magistrate, I wish to make the city more prosperous, so I want to link White River City’s Auction 

House with the Auction House of another city. I hope I can gain your permission to do so,” Shi Feng 

answered. 

 

 

An Auction House was an important economic pillar for a city. An Auction House’s development was a 

city’s development, and the prosperity of an Auction House was a city’s prosperity. 

 

 

In the past, the powers merely treated the NPC Auction Houses they acquired as an ATM and the key to 

controlling an NPC city. They failed to understand that NPC Auction Houses were actually a tool for 

hastening the development of Guild Towns. 

 

 

This function had only been discovered more than a year after the Auction Arena System’s introduction 

into the game. A year! 

 

 

With the popularity and income that an NPC Auction House brought, one year was more than enough to 

elevate a Guild Town into an Advanced City. However, as the various powers failed to discover this 

function, even more than two years after God’s Domain’s launch in the past, there hadn’t been a single 

Advanced Guild City in the game. Even the existing Intermediate Cities back then had still been far from 

becoming Advanced Cities. Without the help of an NPC Auction House, even three to five years of 

development wouldn’t be enough to elevate an Intermediate City to an Advanced City. 

 

 

Guild Towns and Cities were a Guild’s foundation for development in God’s Domain. Meanwhile, there 

was an enormous difference between Guild Towns and Cities of different ranks—especially when an 

Intermediate City was promoted into an Advanced City. Although the change was mostly quantitative, 

the difference was massive. Moreover, some special constructions that assisted players in their 

development could be constructed only in Advanced Cities. 

 

 

Hence, when the various powers received news about this function, they had all been filled with regret. 

 

 



Had they known about this function early on, they would have been able to elevate their Guilds’ 

development speed and the standard of players in their territory to a whole new level. This was 

particularly true for the standard of players. 

 

 

As players reached higher levels, the maps inside kingdoms and empires would become inadequate for 

players seeking to improve themselves. 

 

 

This improvement wasn’t limited to Levels; it referred to clearing the Tier 3 Promotion Quest as well. 

Level 100 was a massive turning point for players in God’s Domain. Not only were Level 100 monsters 

much more difficult to handle than Level 99 monsters, but it was also the minimum level at which 

players could get promoted to Tier 3. 

 

 

Meanwhile, the precondition for promotion to Tier 3 was development in neutral maps. However, as 

luck would have it, Level 100-plus neutral maps were extremely dangerous, so dangerous that even Tier 

2 experts would struggle to survive in them. Most importantly, the environment in these neutral maps 

was extremely severe. Low ambient Mana, like in the Witch’s Hill, was only the least of the 

environmental challenges in these Level 100-plus neutral maps. 

 

 

If players wanted to have an easier time developing in these Level 100-plus neutral maps, they needed 

to rely on the support of a Guild City. Developing in a Level 100-plus neutral map was akin to walking 

through a barren desert with a Guild City serving as an oasis. 

 

 

 

However, proper player development in Level 100-plus neutral maps depended largely on the rank of 

the Guild City. In Level 100-plus neutral maps, a Basic City was only the baseline for survival for Tier 2 

players. 

 

 

That was right: survival. Basic Cities merely protected players from dying from unexpected events. 

 

 



Only after reaching the Intermediate standard would a Guild City be able to provide players with a 

better life in neutral maps. Guild Cities that had reached the Advanced standard could provide players 

with comfortable lives even in Level 100-plus neutral maps. Tier 3 promotion would also become 

considerably easier—which was the reason why the various powers of God’s Domain had been so 

desperate to obtain an Advanced City of their own in the past. 

 

 

If a power could upgrade its Guild City to the Advanced standard early on, the speed of conversion to 

Tier 3 and the number of players converted would increase significantly. Said power could then widen 

the gap between itself and other powers. 

 

 

This was also the reason why Shi Feng was so desperate to secure White River City’s Auction House. 

 

 

After all was said and done, superpowers were still superpowers. Zero Wing could not hope to match 

the resources and manpower they had on hand. Although everyone believed that Zero Wing was only 

one small step away from becoming a superpower, they failed to realize that a gigantic gap remained 

between Zero Wing and an actual superpower. 

 

 

Moreover, as more time passed, this gap would only become increasingly obvious—the so-called 

snowball effect. Currently, even the best players in God’s Domain had just started their journey in Tier 2, 

so the difference might not be so obvious. However, after players reached Tier 3, the gap would be 

glaring. 

 

 

If he did not set up a sturdy foundation for Zero Wing now, then once the various superpowers of God’s 

Domain started obtaining Tier 3 players, he might be able to protect himself, but Zero Wing might not 

be able to defend itself against superpowers. 

 

 

“Link with the Auction House of another city?” Weissman put down the book in his hands and enter 

deep thought when he heard Shi Feng’s words. Before long, he said, “It’s not exactly impossible, but this 

matter will be very difficult to accomplish. If you fail, you’ll have to pay a considerable price. Are you 

truly willing to accept this task?” 



 

 

Yes.” Shi Feng nodded seriously. He had long since known about this point, as he wouldn’t have visited 

Weissman without preparation. 

 

 

“Which town or city would you choose?” Weissman asked. 

 

 

“Stone Forest Town!” Shi Feng replied. 

 

 

The Witch’s Hill Zero Wing City was built in was a precious leveling ground. He couldn’t possibly move 

Zero Wing City to a neutral map. Stone Forest Town, however, was a different story. The Stoneclaw 

Mountains the town was built in was already starting to lose popularity among players. Moreover, Stone 

Forest Town was already an Advanced Town and only a step away from becoming a Basic City; he 

naturally had to prioritize its development. 

 

 

Although linking an NPC Auction House with a Guild Town’s Auction House was slightly more difficult 

than doing so for a Guild City’s Auction House, the difficulty was only on the standard of an Epic Team 

Quest. To Shi Feng’s current self, completing such a quest would be no problem at all. 

 

 

“Alright, as White River City’s Magistrate, I will grant you this authority. Here are the tasks you need to 

complete. I hope you can succeed!” Weissman said as he took out a parchment and handed it to Shi 

Feng. 

 

 

Meanwhile, the moment Shi Feng accepted the parchment, a system notification entered his ears. 

 

 

… 

 

 



System: You have accepted the Inferior Legendary Quest “Road of Prosperity.” 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 2105 – Road to Tier 3 

 

 

An Inferior Legendary Quest? Shi Feng was stunned when he saw the system notification. 

 

 

As far as he could remember, the quest to link an NPC Auction House to a Guild City’s had only neared 

Epic rank. Even if it were slightly more difficult to accomplish, the quest shouldn’t be more difficult than 

an Epic Team Quest. He had never heard of an Inferior Legendary ranked version. 

 

 

Although there was only one rank between Inferior Legendary Quests and Epic Quests, the actual 

difficulty difference was massive. This was like the difference between peak and apex experts. Even apex 

experts would face extreme risks when completing an Inferior Legendary Quest, and that was with the 

support of a superpower. 

 

 

Without a superpower behind them, completing an Inferior Legendary Quest would require heaven-

defying luck. 

 

 

During Shi Feng’s brief moment of shock, he received another system notification. 

 

 

System: Congratulations! You are the first player to activate the Road to Prosperity in God’s Domain. 

There will be no penalties for failing the quest. Upon quest completion, you will be awarded an 

additional Peak Construction Design or Gold Town Promotion Order. 

 

 



A Peak Construction Design or Gold Town Promotion Order? Shi Feng began to grow excited as he read 

this second notification. 

 

 

Both the Peak Construction Design and the Gold Town Promotion Order were painfully difficult to 

acquire in God’s Domain. Either of these items was easily as valuable as a Fragmented Legendary item. 

 

 

Any Peak Construction could easily attract a flood of players, increasing a city’s popularity. Peak 

Constructions were also required to promote an Advanced City to a Main City. 

 

 

A Guild City could only truly become a Guild’s main headquarters after becoming a Main City, which 

even individual Tier 5 players would find difficult to take down. To destroy a Main City, one would need 

a group of Tier 5 players or a Tier 6 God-ranked player. 

 

 

This was also why only Guilds with a Main City were considered true first-rate Guilds. First-rate Guilds 

generally had quite a few Tier 5 players under their command, and with the home-ground advantage, 

these Tier 5 players could exhibit far greater combat power than ordinary Tier 5 players. Hence, even 

the various superpowers had invested a lot of time and effort to destroy a first-rate Guild’s Main City in 

the past. 

 

 

 

Some superpowers had even spent two or three months trying to destroy a first-rate Guild’s Main City. 

 

 

As for the Gold Town Promotion Order, it allowed players to promote an Advanced Town to a Basic City 

unconditionally. 

 

 

Every superpower dreamed of commanding a Basic City at this stage of the game. Not only would a 

Basic City provide a stable source of income, but it would also allow its ruling superpower to control 

more territory. At the same time, a Basic City was the basis for survival in Level 100-plus neutral maps. 



 

 

God’s Domain had plenty of Level 100-plus neutral maps, and every one of them had its own 

characteristics and resources. Occupying one of these neutral maps would certainly benefit a Guild’s 

members as they grew stronger. 

 

 

God’s Domain’s current powers desperately needed both the Peak Construction Design and the Gold 

Town Promotion Order. Even though it would still be some time before players reached Level 100, much 

would need to be done before they could explore Level 100 neutral maps. Many powers in the past had 

only begun to prepare after players had reached Level 90, and by then, it had been too late. 

 

 

Ideally, powers should prepare to explore Level 100 neutral maps once players reached Level 80. Players 

would need potions and items that would help counter the harsh environments players would 

encounter in neutral maps, for example. To amass these potions and items, the various powers would 

need to improve their Lifestyle players’ standards. They would also need to grind for recipes and 

designs. 

 

 

If a power only began to prepare for this expansion after players reached Level 90, it wouldn’t be ready 

in time, and superpowers were no exception. Its development in Level 100 neutral maps would 

stagnate, and the process of elevating its expert players to Tier 3 would be affected. 

 

 

Zero Wing’s foundations were still flimsy. Hence, Shi Feng needed to prepare for exploring Level 100 

neutral maps as soon as possible. After all, after reaching Tier 2, players would need about the same 

amount of time for each level-up before Level 100. It only seemed like players’ leveling speed decreased 

as they reached higher levels due to increased PvP encounters, which, in turn, resulted in more deaths 

than necessary. In addition, top-tier weapons and equipment became more difficult to acquire. 

 

 

Thinking up to this point, Shi Feng promptly unfurled the parchment Weissman had given him. 

 

 

The parchment listed all the conditions that he would need to fulfill. Once he met these conditions, 

White River City’s Auction House would link with the Auction House in Stone Forest Town. 



 

 

As expected of an Inferior Legendary Quest. These conditions are absurd. Shi Feng frowned as he read 

the parchment. 

 

 

To put it simply, he needed to obtain 100 units of Seven Luminaries Crystal and complete one Hero 

ranked Crusade Quest. 

 

 

Although the quest only had two conditions, fulfilling both would even be a challenge for the various 

superpowers. The various superpowers likely didn’t even know what a Hero Crusade Quest was. 

 

 

 

A Hero Crusade Quest was also known as a Kingdom Crusade Quest. Even an entire kingdom would 

struggle to complete such a quest, so they were usually commissioned through the Adventurer’s 

Association. In the past, even the various superpowers had considered Hero Crusade Quests absolute 

nightmares. 

 

 

In the past, first-rate Guilds had been powerless when it came to Hero Crusade Quests, and the various 

superpowers had sacrificed tens of thousands of expert players to complete them. Even apex experts 

had died multiple times during the quest. 

 

 

Now, the system wanted him to complete one such quest just to connect two Auction Houses. 

 

 

Obtaining 100 units of Seven Luminaries Crystal wasn’t particularly difficult for Shi Feng. After all, Zero 

Wing had already begun to explore the Tower of Time. Thus far, the Guild had collected more than 50 

units of Seven Luminaries Crystal. If he sent Cola and the other main force members to the Tower, 

acquiring the rest of the required Seven Luminaries Crystals wouldn’t be overly difficult. 

 

 



The Hero Crusade Quest was the real problem. 

 

 

Ouroboros had once accepted a Hero Crusade quest when players had been around Level 70. Their 

target had been the Lord of Fire in an ancient secret land. I can probably give it a go. After giving the 

matter some thought, Shi Feng recalled the Hero Crusade Quests in Star-Moon Kingdom during his 

previous life. Of those he could remember, the only one he was confident of Zero Wing completing was 

the crusade against the Lord of Fire. 

 

 

Although Ouroboros had failed to defeat the Lord of Fire, the main reason for its defeat had been 

insufficient Fire Resistance. Ouroboros’s members hadn’t been able to withstand the Lord of Fire’s 

attacks at all. A foreign superpower had arrived to hunt down the Boss only after players had reached 

Level 100. The achievement had sparked a huge commotion in Star-Moon Kingdom at the time. 

 

 

Players could only complete a Hero Crusade Quest once, and once it had been completed, it would 

vanish from God’s Domain forever. As long as a Guild completed a Hero Crusade Quest, it would be 

awarded a significant amount of Guild Popularity, which would attract more NPC nobles and even 

royalty to commission quests. A Guild could even earn the appropriate deeds to become a Territory 

Lord, although trying to reach that rank was extremely difficult. 

 

 

After considering the matter for a moment, Shi Feng decided to hunt down the Lord of Fire. Other 

powers might find it struggle to amass enough Fire Resistance to raid the Lord of Fire, but it wasn’t an 

issue for Shi Feng and his Guild. He had already raided the Flame Demon King and obtained the Flame 

Demon’s Crown, a piece of top-tier Fire Resistance Equipment, after all. Furthermore, Zero Wing was far 

stronger than Ouroboros had been. With the help of Master Fire Resistance Potions, raiding the Lord of 

Fire was definitely possible for the Guild. 

 

 

As Shi Feng left the City Hall and was about to head to the Candlelight Trading Firm to prepare for the 

Crusade Quest, Aqua Rose contacted him. 

 

 

“Guild Leader, something major has just happened! A moment ago, Starlink made a move and invited 

every core member in our Guild to join it. It is offering us three times what Zero Wing is paying, and it 

has poached a group of Advanced Lifestyle players from Candlelight Starlink has started selling weapons 



and equipment for Cred causing our sales to plummet,” Aqua Rose hurriedly reported. “Everyone in the 

Guild is talking about it.” 

 

 

“I guess Starlink finally gave in and is trying to suppress us with its financial power?” Shi Feng could not 

help but laugh. 

 

 

“How can you laugh at a time like this, Guild Leader? We are already tight on Credits. Now that Starlink 

is trying to sabotage us, many of the Guild’s members are growing concerned. If our people start to 

leave the Guild, our development will likely stagnate,” Aqua Rose said, exasperated at Shi Feng’s 

reaction. 

 

 

“I get it. Notify Melancholic and Youlan; tell them to reduce our prices in the Dark Night Empire and 

purchase the empire’s specialty materials at a high price. Since Starlink wants to cause trouble in Star-

Moon Kingdom, we’ll do the same in the Dark Night Empire.” Shi Feng calmly decided. 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 2106 – Advanced Authority 

 

 

Aqua Rose was stunned when she heard Shi Feng’s orders. 

 

 

“Guild Leader, are we really doing this?” Aqua Rose hurriedly asked after snapping out of her daze. 

“We’re short on Coins and Credits right now because of the Guild’s development. I’m afraid that we 

won’t last more than two days if we go through with this.” 

 

 

Zero Wing had secured White River City’s Auction House, which significantly increased the Guild’s 

income, but the battle had also tremendously elevated the Guild’s fame, which had attracted more 

recruits and increased the Guild’s member count. Overall, the Guild’s funds were still stretched thin. 



 

 

Meanwhile, a large-scale price war wouldn’t yield results quickly. It could even backfire on Zero Wing. 

Starlink was its opponent this time, and the superpower had immense financial strength. Moreover, 

Zero Wing would be attacking Starlink’s home turf. Even when Zero Wing’s coffers had been 

overflowing, it still hadn’t been a match for Starlink. 

 

 

Not even superpowers like Unyielding Soul or Crimson Emperor dared to engage in a financial war 

against Starlink. 

 

 

“How many Coins can we save each day after including the income from White River City’s Auction 

House?” Shi Feng asked. 

 

 

“After deducting the Guild’s necessary expenditures and including the funds we have on hand, we 

should be able to save around 35,000 Gold per day,” Aqua Rose said with a bitter smile. 

 

 

Thirty-five thousand Gold was unquestionably a huge sum to current first-rate Guilds. Many of them 

dreamed of saving so much in a single day. As Guilds continued to develop, they encountered more 

necessary expenditures. 

 

 

Trying to wage a price war against a superpower on its home turf with just 35,000 Gold per day was a 

joke. That money would be gone in two days, at most. Even if Zero Wing was generating more income 

each day, the Guild could only afford to maintain its financial attack for around five days. Any longer and 

the war would affect the Guild’s development. 

 

 

“That should be just barely enough.” Shi Feng mimicked Aqua’s faint smile after giving the matter some 

thought. 

 

 



“That’s enough?” For a moment, Aqua Rose wondered if she had misheard Shi Feng. Either that, or she 

had accidentally told him the wrong numbers, stating the Guild’s net income as 350,000 rather than 

35,000. 

 

 

“Mhm, that’s enough. Just inform Melancholic and Youlan and tell them to see to the necessary 

preparations in the Dark Night Empire,” Shi Feng said, nodding. He then disconnected the call and 

continued toward the Candlelight Trading Firm to prepare for the Lord of Fire raid. 

 

 

A few days ago, he wouldn’t have been confident enough to start a price war with Starlink in the Dark 

Night Empire, but he had already purchased 500 Stamina Gemstones from the 4-star Wandering 

Merchant Zall. 

 

 

The various major powers desperately needed Stamina Gemstones since they’d all started to explore 

neutral maps. Unfortunately, these neutral maps didn’t have Guild Towns or Cities yet where players 

could rest. Moreover, the various large Guilds couldn’t transfer their Guild Towns to these neutral maps 

yet, which meant that exploration relied entirely on players’ strength and Stamina. 

 

 

 

Meanwhile, the wealthier a neutral map was, the hasher its environment would be. As a result, players 

expended more Stamina than normal when exploring these maps. Players would even consume Stamina 

while standing still in some neutral maps, and even if they sat down to rest, their Stamina recovery 

would only be enough to nullify the passive consumption rate. Players simply couldn’t survive in these 

maps for long. Although there were some potions that aided in Stamina recovery on the market, they 

were extremely rare. The various major powers usually saved these potions for their members, rarely 

selling them. 

 

 

Take Zero Wing, for example. Although Zero Wing could brew the Exotic Stamina Potion, it only had ten 

players that were capable of producing it, yet the Guild had more than 500,000 members. After 

deducting the Guild’s needs, very few Exotic Stamina Potions were left that could be sold on the market. 

 

 



This predicament only increased the Stamina Gemstone’s value. First, the Stamina Gemstone did not 

have a set duration; it would not disappear after a certain period of use. Second, it did not have a level 

limit. Hence, players could use the Stamina Gemstone throughout their careers in God’s Domain. 

 

 

If players equipped three Stamina Gemstones, they wouldn’t have to worry about Stamina consumption 

when exploring neutral maps below Level 100. Because of this, the various major powers had gone crazy 

for Stamina Gemstones in the past, each easily selling for 300 Gold in an auction. 

 

 

While Shi Feng prepared all sorts of Fire Resistance equipment and potions, players throughout Star-

Moon Kingdom had discovered Starlink’s assault on Zero Wing, and a commotion erupted across the 

kingdom. 

 

 

“Starlink has finally made its move.” 

 

 

“I knew Starlink couldn’t take the embarrassment of losing to Zero Wing lying down. Even though Zero 

Wing has many experts, the competition between the various powers is one of finances. How can Zero 

Wing possibly compete with Starlink without any backers?” 

 

 

“Starlink is pretty impressive, though. It’s actually poaching Zero Wing’s members by offering to triple 

their salaries. I’ve heard that several hundred Zero Wing members have already left to join Starlink. 

Moreover, a large number of them are Advanced Lifestyle players. This will likely wound the Candlelight 

Trading Firm.” 

 

 

“I would be tempted, as well. After all, they get to join a superpower and earn three times their normal 

salary.” 

 

 

“That’s not all Starlink is doing. I’ve heard that it’s started to buy Star-Moon Kingdom’s materials at a 

high price, too. It is also selling similar products to the Candlelight Trading Firm at a much lower price. As 

a result, Candlelight’s player traffic has decreased.” 



 

 

“Zero Wing’s in trouble now. It has just secured White River City’s Auction House after fighting so hard, 

and just as it has gained the funds to start on the path toward becoming a superpower, Starlink had 

jumped in and made such a move. Zero Wing’s development will likely stagnate.” 

 

 

“Sure enough, superpowers shouldn’t be casually provoked.” 

 

 

By this point, Star-Moon Kingdom’s players had gained a better understanding of superpowers’ wealth. 

Although they had recently held an optimistic view of Zero Wing’s future, hoping that Zero Wing could 

emerge victorious from a price war with Starlink was unrealistic. 

 

 

Meanwhile, a gorgeous woman in dark-purple robes entered one of White River City’s Advanced Bars. 

As soon as she spotted the middle-aged man wearing pitch-black leather armor at the bar, she hurried 

up to him. 

 

 

“Commander, I’ve just received a message from the Seven Sins. Not only has Starlink successfully 

secured three Auction Houses, but it has also become an advanced member in the Secret Chamber of 

Commerce. As an advanced member, the first thing Starlink did was use its authority to hold an 

Advanced Union. It looks like Starlink is trying to kick Zero Wing out of Secret,” Yi Luofei immediately 

reported. 

 

 

“An Advanced Union?” Yan Tianxing could not help but shake his head and sigh as he said, “Sure 

enough, hoping that a Guild with no background can become a superpower is a fool’s dream. Since that 

is the case, let’s return to the Black Dragon Empire.” 

 

 

 

Within the Secret Chamber of Commerce, there were two levels of membership: basic and advanced. 

Not only did advanced members enjoy greater authority and have more access to the Chamber’s 

resources, but they could also hold an Advanced Union to propose changes to the Chamber’s other 

advanced members. As long as more than half of the advanced members agreed to the proposal, it 



would be enacted immediately. One of the potential proposals included expelling basic members from 

the Chamber. 

 

 

However, becoming an advanced member in the Secret Chamber of Commerce was extremely difficult. 

Not even all Super Guilds qualified for that level of membership, and Starlink’s success in doing so was 

certainly shocking. 

 

 

Since Starlink was responsible for the proposal, Secret’s advanced members would likely approve Zero 

Wing’s removal to avoid provoking the superpower and prevent another from rising in God’s Domain. 

Now, not even the Secret Pavilion’s objection could save Zero Wing from its fate. 

 

 

It was easy to imagine what end awaited Zero Wing if it lost access to the Secret Chamber of 

Commerce’s sales channels. 

 

 

Shi Feng, who busied himself in the Candlelight Trading Firm, received a frustrated notification from 

Yuan Tiexin, as well. After today, Zero Wing was no longer a member of the Secret Chamber of 

Commerce, and all dealings it had with the Chamber would be canceled immediately. 

 

 

“Guild Leader Black Flame, this decision is a result of the Advanced Union’s agreement. Although the 

Secret Pavilion voted against it, the five other advanced members voted for the proposal. There was 

nothing the Pavilion could do,” Yuan Tiexin said apologetically. 

 

 

“It’s fine. It’s the rules, after all. Although, I have to thank the Pavilion for voting in Zero Wing’s favor,” 

Shi Feng said, chuckling. 

 

 

“Although Zero Wing is no longer part of the Secret Chamber of Commerce, if your Guild needs 

anything, the Secret Pavilion can help with small matters. Just contact me if you need anything in the 

future,” Yuan Tiexin sincerely offered. 



 

 

“Thanks.” Shi Feng nodded appreciatively. 

 

 

As Shi Feng learned of Zero Wing’s banishment from the Secret Chamber of Commerce, news of the 

matter spread throughout Star-Moon Kingdom, causing an uproar. 

 

 

Nobody would’ve imagined that Secret would annex Zero Wing without a second thought. With this, 

Zero Wing would find it even more difficult to survive Starlink’s economic suppression. 

 

 

“Zero Wing! Didn’t you want to play? I’ll give you my full attention this time!” Lu Xingluo, in the distant 

Dark Night Empire, laughed when he received the latest report on Zero Wing. 

 

 

Previously, he hadn’t had the time to deal with Zero Wing, but now that Starlink has secured its position 

as the Dark Night Empire’s overlord, neither Unyielding Soul nor Crimson Empire was a match for its 

prowess in the empire. Now that he didn’t have to worry about Starlink’s position in the empire, he had 

the time to punish Zero Wing for angering Starlink. 

 

 

Meanwhile, Melancholic Smile and Youlan had just arrived in one of the Hundred Flower Palace’s Shops 

in Dark Night City that Zero Wing had taken over. 

 

 

“Guild Leader, all of Candlelight’s Shops in the empire have been stocked with Stamina Gemstones and 

Exotic Stamina Potions. We can start selling them at any time,” Melancholic Smile reported after calling 

Shi Feng. 

 

 

“Good! Begin the operation!” Shi Feng commanded. “It’s about time we teach Starlink a lesson!” 

 

 



 

 

Chapter 2107 – Foolish to the Extreme? 

 

 

Melancholic Smile and Youlan went to work the moment Shi Feng gave the command. In Zero Wing’s 

name, they announced their intent to purchase the Dark Night Empire’s specialty materials at a high 

price and sell common goods at a low price. 

 

 

The post caused a commotion throughout the empire the moment it went public. The Dark Night 

Empire’s players found the situation unbelievable. 

 

 

“Insane! Zero Wing has gone insane!” 

 

 

“What?! Is Zero Wing really starting a price war against Starlink!?” 

 

 

Practically everyone in the Dark Night Empire knew of Zero Wing by this point. The Guild had, after all, 

helped the Hundred Flowers Palace resist Starlink’s assault. 

 

 

It was no secret that Starlink had begun to use its financial prowess to suppress Zero Wing shortly after 

the Auction Arena had ended. 

 

 

However, no one had expected Zero Wing to pull a move like this in the Dark Night Empire so soon after 

Starlink’s actions in Star-Moon Kingdom. Clearly, Zero Wing was retaliating. 

 

 

The news reached the empire’s various powers at lightspeed, and they all found Zero Wing’s actions 

utterly astonishing. 



 

 

“What are Zero Wing’s people thinking? Are they unaware that Starlink has already secured Dark Night 

City’s Auction House?” Crimson Heart, the Hundred Flowers Palace’s First Vice Guild Leader, said, 

flabbergasted. 

 

 

Starlink had already solidified its position as the empire’s overlord, and not even Unyielding Soul or 

Crimson Emperor would dare engage the superpower in a financial war. 

 

 

Moreover, Starlink had secured two other NPC Auction Houses. Its new financial strength was 

unimaginable. 

 

 

“I’ve heard that Zero Wing’s members have become jittery due to Starlink’s suppression. Maybe Zero 

Wing is trying to raise morale and unite its members,” Cleansed Rue commented. 

 

 

In her opinion, this was Zero Wing’s only option. A Guild’s morale and unity were extremely important. 

If the Guild were fractured, it would only be a matter of time before it crumbled. 

 

 

 

“Even so, this is just playing with fire. This has basically announced Zero Wing’s intentions to fight 

Starlink. If Zero Wing loses this financial war, it will only suffer more,” Crimson Heart said. “Moreover, 

economic warfare is very taxing on a Guild. This isn’t a field battle; it is a pure competition of wealth and 

resources. War weapons are useless here.” 

 

 

Cleansed Rue fell silent after listening to Crimson Heart’s reasoning. 

 

 

As Crimson Heart had said, fighting a price war would hinder a Guild’s operations, and the consequences 

of losing a war like this were far worse than losing a field war. While a Guild could endure multiple 



defeats in a field war, a single loss in a financial war could force a Guild to the brink of disbandment. 

Even worse, a Guild would still suffer severe losses even if it won. To put it simply, there were no 

winners in an economic war. 

 

 

The Hundred Flowers Palace wasn’t the only Guild in the Dark Night Empire that Zero Wing’s actions had 

confused. Unyielding Soul also discussed the situation. 

 

 

“Zero Wing has gone too far this time.” Mu Cheng could not help but sigh as he read the discussions on 

the Dark Night Empire’s official forums. 

 

 

“Grandpa, Zero Wing has a goldmine like Zero Wing City, as well as White River City’s Auction House. 

Overall, it still has frightening financial strength. Starlink won’t come out unscathed from a financial war 

with Zero Wing, either,” Mu Lingsha said. 

 

 

Other Guilds might not recognize Zero Wing City’s value, but as a superpower, Unyielding Soul was very 

aware of it. 

 

 

Aside from the daily entry fees, the teleportation services the city offered to players who wanted to visit 

the Otherworld Gate generated astonishing profits. The Otherworld gate had many precious treasures 

to offer players, and the leveling speed in the area was incredible. Even players from Star-Moon 

Kingdom’s neighbors had begun to head toward the Otherworld Gate to level, not to mention the 

kingdom’s players. 

 

 

The city’s teleportation services likely earned Zero Wing as much money as White River City’s Auction 

House. 

 

 

_You_re severely underestimating Starlink. Don’t forget that Starlink has taken control of Dark Nigh^ 

 

 



House. In other words, it holds the city’s economic lifeline in its palm,” Mu Cheng said, shaking his head. 

“A single word from Starlink is enough to determine who can enter the Auction House and who cannot. 

Furthermore, Starlink controls three total NPC Auction Houses. Even if one of the Auction Houses stops 

generating income, Starlink won’t suffer for it. Starlink’s influence over the empire’s players is leaps and 

bounds beyond Zero Wing’s. Do you think that everyone would risk provoking Starlink for a little extra 

profit?” 

 

 

After all was said and done, Zero Wing was not a superpower. Ignoring background, there was a massive 

difference between the two Guilds in terms of the number of Auction Houses under their control. The 

main reason that Starlink dared to provoke Zero Wing in Star-Moon Kingdom was the fact that Zero 

Wing only controlled one NPC Auction House. If Zero Wing prohibited Starlink’s customers from using its 

Auction House, it would sever its own lifeline. However, the same couldn’t be said for Starlink. 

 

 

This was the difference between these Guilds’ foundations! 

 

 

It was extremely foolish for Zero Wing to think that it could use Starlink’s tactics against it. Trying to 

mimic the superpower’s suppression would only make Zero Wing’s death even more miserable! 

 

 

“I’ll go and warn Zero Wing right away,” Mu Lingsha said. 

 

 

 

“It’s too late,” Mu Cheng said, sighing. “Zero Wing has already announced its intentions in this war using 

its own name. Every player in the Dark Night Empire and Star-Moon Kingdom knows what’s happening. 

If Zero Wing gives up now, not only would the Guild appear weak, but its players’ unity would also 

shatter.” 

 

 

Dark Night City, Starlink’s Residence: 

 

 



“Guild Leader, everyone’s discussing Zero wing’s declaration of war. Should we take further actions 

against the Guild?” Dawn Web asked Lu Xingluo. 

 

 

“Of course! Inform the public that whoever dares to sell the empire’s specialty materials to Zero Wing 

should give up any hope of setting foot in Dark Night City’s Auction House every again!” Laughing, Lu 

Xingluo continued, “I want to see just how Zero Wing plans to play this out!” 

 

 

“Understood!” Dawn Web promptly bowed and left the room. 

 

 

Dark Night City’s business district bustled with activity, and despite the late hour, players crowded the 

streets. As the Dark Night Empire’s imperial capital, the various adventurer teams and Guilds’ members 

gathered here. One could easily find Level 64 expert players with a casual glance, and there were quite a 

few experts in Level 60 Fine-Gold Equipment. The scene would be impossible to find in an ordinary NPC 

city. 

 

 

However, the empire’s various powers hadn’t stationed their members in Dark Night City because it was 

the empire’s capital, but because it was a hub for the Dark Night Empire’s merchant players. This 

ensured that the city had more resources than anywhere else in the empire. 

 

 

If the Dark Night Empire had something good to offer, it could be found in Dark Night City. Items that 

were nearly impossible to find in other NPC cities were commonplace here, and the majority of these 

items flowed through Dark Night City’s Auction House. 

 

 

Many players had become famous or wealthy overnight because they had chanced upon treasures 

selling for far less than they were worth in the city’s Auction House. 

 

 

Due to Starlink’s ban on Zero Wing, no one was in a rush to visit the Candlelight Trading Firm’s Shop in 

the business district. Very few players were willing to enter the Shop since everyone was afraid of being 

banned from the city’s Auction House as well. 



 

 

Meanwhile, Melancholic Smile and Youlan were dumbfounded as they stood in Candlelight’s empty 

Shop. 

 

 

They were purchasing materials at a 30% markup and selling commonly used goods for 30% less than 

market value, yet only a small number of players had visited Candlelight’s Shops in the empire since they 

had made their announcement over an hour ago. 

 

 

Anxious, Melancholic Smile contacted Shi Feng and asked, “Guild Leader, what should we do? Because 

of Starlink’s ban, the players who visit Candlelight here only buy our low-priced goods. We’re losing 

money and gaining nothing. We won’t be able to affect Starlink’s economy at this rate.” 

 

 

“Starlink has banned us?” Shi Feng laughed. “How quick of it!” 

 

 

“Guild Leader, we’re losing money here, yet you can still laugh?” Melancholic Smile asked, exasperated. 

 

 

“Now that Starlink has banned us, we can take action,” Shi Feng said. “Reveal the Exotic Stamina Potions 

and Stamina Gemstones. Any player that wants to buy the Exotic Stamina Potions can do so with the 

empire’s specialty materials. Auction off the Stamina Gemstones but only to players who sell us 1 Gold 

of specialty materials. Hopefully, Starlink keeps its word and goes through with the ban.” 

 

 

“I’ll get it done!” Melancholic Smile said, a joyful smile lighting up her face. 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 2108 – Dark Night Empire Shaken 



 

 

Although Melancholic Smile wasn’t a combat player, she understood the Exotic Stamina Potions and 

Stamina Gemstone’s value perfectly. 

 

 

Zero Wing’s exchange prices for the Exotic Stamina Potions rose each day, and now, not even the Guild’s 

basic elite members qualified to purchase the potions. The Exotic Stamina Potions were only available to 

those who had been Guild members for a long time, significantly contributed to the Guild, and were 

advanced elite members. Moreover, advanced elite members were limited to one bottle every three 

days. Even so, the Guild’s daily supply wasn’t enough to maintain its stock. 

 

 

It was clear how important the Exotic Stamina Potions were to combat players. 

 

 

However, Melancholic Smile didn’t find the situation unreasonable. Current players had moved beyond 

grinding wto kingdoms and empires’ borders. Most players ran toward neutral maps as soon as they 

were a high enough level. Not only did neutral maps offer more opportunities, but leveling in these 

maps also proved faster than the alternative. 

 

 

This was a part of God’s Domain’s balance. Players wouldn’t earn much if they developed in save areas, 

but if they took a risk, they could reap more rewards. 

 

 

The Exotic Stamina Potions were a large part of the reason that Zero Wing’s members had reached Level 

50 so quickly. 

 

 

The Stamina Gemstones were even more impressive. Although they weren’t as powerful as the Exotic 

Stamina Potions, they were everlasting. Moreover, the Stamina Gemstone would only become more 

effective as players reached higher levels. Players could use the gemstones forever, and they were a 

treasure that could give the various major powers a significant advantage over their competitors. 

 

 



Melancholic Smile immediately ordered a subordinate to set up a new counter for the Exotic Stamina 

Potions. She also set up a small cabinet beside the counter to display the Stamina Gemstones and the 

necessary qualifications to bid for them in the auction. 

 

 

The moment these new features appeared in the Shop, they attracted the few visiting players’ 

attention. 

 

 

“Quick, look! There’s a new counter!” 

 

 

“A new product?” 

 

 

The independent players browsing the Shop weren’t from the Dark Night Empire. They were merely 

visiting Dark Night City to purchase and sell items. Hence, they didn’t particularly care about Starlink’s 

ban. Their base of operations wasn’t in the empire, and if they couldn’t purchase items from Dark Night 

City’s Auction House, they could simply visit an Auction House in another empire. 

 

 

Since the Candlelight Trading Firm was selling items below market price, they couldn’t miss this 

opportunity to make a profit. 

 

 

“Hmph, so what if Zero Wing is pushing out a new product? Zero Wing overestimates itself if it thinks it 

can defeat Starlink in the Dark Night Empire!” an Assassin from Starlink, disguised as an independent 

player, said disdainfully as he looked at the new counter. 

 

 

As far as he was concerned, his superiors’ orders to watch Candlelight was unnecessary. 

 

 

 



Even if the Dark Night Empire’s various major powers had ten times the courage they currently 

displayed, they wouldn’t dare offend Starlink for a little profit. 

 

 

Trying to counter Starlink’s influence in the empire’s market by relying on independent players was 

simply a dream. Many of the Dark Night Empire’s precious materials could only be obtained with a 

certain degree of strength, and generally, only the various adventurer teams and Guilds were strong 

enough. 

 

 

But as the Starlink Assassin entertained such thoughts, someone’s exclamation reached his ears. 

 

 

“Crap! The Exotic Stamina Potion! This Shop is actually selling Exotic Stamina Potions!” 

 

 

With those few words, the first-floor hall fell silent. Almost every customer turned toward the counter at 

the same time, a hint of madness flashing in their eyes. They immediate dashed toward the counter. 

 

 

In less than ten seconds, every customer inside the Shop had crowded around the Exotic Stamina 

Potions’ counter. 

 

 

“It really is the Exotic Stamina Potion!” 

 

 

“For real!? Zero Wing is actually selling this here?!” 

 

 

“Crap! You can only purchase it for the Dark Night Empire’s specialty materials!” 

 

 

The independent players panted a little when they saw the potions. 



 

 

“Boss, give me ten bottles!” 

 

 

“I want 20!” 

 

 

“Boss, I want every Exotic Stamina Potion you have!” 

 

 

After a brief moment of shock, the several hundred independent players in the shop frantically shouted 

their orders for the Exotic Stamina Potions. If the system’s rules hadn’t protected the counter, they likely 

would’ve tried to destroy it and steal the potions within. 

 

 

Meanwhile, Melancholic Smile’ who watched from the second floor, was stupefied. 

 

 

When Candlelight sold the potion in Star-Moon Kingdom, the kingdom’s players had merely been 

surprised. Nobody had ever reacted like these independent players. They all seemed as if they had 

found a priceless treasure that was worth killing over. 

 

 

However, if Shi Feng saw this, he wouldn’t be overly surprised. 

 

 

 

Empires not only had more resources than kingdoms, but their competition was also far more intense. 

Kingdom’s players couldn’t even imagine how fierce the competition was in an empire. 

 

 

Furthermore, items that could increase players’ Stamina recovery were extremely rare in God’s Domain. 

Normally, independent players had no access to such items. 



 

 

While the players in the Shop made a fuss over the Exotic Stamina Potions, some noticed the cabinet 

next to the counter. Again, they expressed their shock. 

 

 

“Stamina Gemstone?!” 

 

 

“God’s Domain actually has such an item?” 

 

 

“If I equipped three or four of these gemstones, I wouldn’t have to worry about surviving in God’s 

Domain’s maps in the future!” 

 

 

“This won’t do! Even if I go bankrupt, I have to get these Stamina Gemstones!” 

 

 

Everyone stared at the crystal-clear Stamina Gemstones in the cabinet with bloodshot eyes. Naturally, 

these players paid no heed to the participation qualifications and the auction’s minimum 100 Gold bid. 

They immediately contacted their friends to borrow the necessary funds. 

 

 

The Exotic Stamina Potions might be very important, but compared to the Stamina Gemstone, the 

potions were insignificant. With the Stamina Gemstones, players could treat neutral maps like their own 

backyards, hunting for more opportunities than other players. 

 

 

News of the Candlelight Trading Firm’s Exotic Stamina Potions spread like wildfire. Not only did it reach 

every corner of Dark Night City almost instantly, but players also began to discuss the gemstones on the 

empire’s official forums. 

 

 

“Is Zero Wing insane?! It’s actually selling such a treasure!?” 



 

 

“It seems Zero Wing really wants to go to war with Starlink. Fortunately for us, we can profit from this 

war. As long as we have enough Stamina Gemstones, exploring neutral maps won’t be a problem.” 

 

 

For a moment, the Stamina Gemstones’ appearance caused an uproar in the Dark Night Empire. The 

various adventurer teams, in particular, sent their members to Candlelight’s Shop in Dark Night City to 

purchase a stoc^ gemstones for their members. Other players might be afraid of being barred from the 

city’s Auction House, but adventurer teams like theirs weren’t Mter all, they could simply visit other 

Auction Houses. At most, they might have to visit another empire to shop. 

 

 

However, once they had the Stamina Gemstones, they would have an advantage over other powers 

when exploring neutral maps. They simply couldn’t miss such a rare opportunity. 

 

 

The Dark Night Empire’s various large Guilds secretly sent members to the Candlelight Trading Firm as 

well. This was just as much of an opportunity for them as it was for the various adventurer teams. Not 

even Starlink could dissuade them from purchasing Stamina Gemstones. If they disguised their members 

as independent players, Starlink would have a difficult time discovering their actions. 

 

 

Less than an hour after the public discovered the Stamina Gemstones, players crowded Candlelight’s 

previous deserted Shop in Dark Night City. It was even more crowded than the city’s Auction House right 

now. 

 

 

Moreover, the prices for the empire’s specialty materials in Dark Night City had doubled within the past 

hour due to Candlelight’s auction requirements. Even so, none of the various large Guilds or adventurer 

teams harbored any thought of taking advantage of this opportunity to sell their materials for a quick 

profit. For a time, chaos reigned over Dark Night City’s market. 

 

 

Eventually, the various superpowers’ upper echelons, who were preoccupied with exploring neutral 

maps, received news of Zero Wing’s Stamina Gemstones. 



 

 

 

 

Chapter 2109 – Changes in the Dark Night Empire 

 

 

Star-Moon Kingdom, an Advanced Bar in White River City’s business district: 

 

 

All three floors of the bar had been rented out, but aside from NPCs, the first two floors were void of 

people. Players only occupied the top-floor VIP room. The several players in the room were all Level 65 

or above and wore top-tier Level 60 equipment. The leader was an elderly man in blue, who stared 

through a window, admiring the prosperous view. 

 

 

Suddenly, a Level 64, black-clad Assassin entered the room, looked at the elder, and said, “Elder Yi, 

we’ve just received news stating that Candlelight has started selling a large quantity of Exotic Stamina 

Potions in the Dark Night Empire. The trading firm has also begun to sell something called the Stamina 

Gemstone. Each Stamina Gemstone can increase players’ Stamina recovery rate by 7%. Candlelight is 

only accepting the Dark Night Empire’s specialty materials as payment, which has not only doubled the 

prices for these materials, but the various powers have also stopped selling any they have in stock.” 

 

 

“Stamina Gemstone?” The blue-clad elder was astonished when he heard this. “How many are they 

selling?” 

 

 

“Based our investigations, Candlelight has prepared 60 Stamina Gemstones to sell in Dark Night City,” 

the Assassin answered. 

 

 

“Sixty? How generous!” The elder expressed his surprise at the Assassin’s answer. “Has Zero Wing gone 

insane?” 



 

 

Players who frequented neutral maps understood how valuable items like the Stamina Gemstones were. 

Moreover, the more Stamina Gemstones one had equipped, the more valuable they would become. 

 

 

With 60 Stamina Gemstones, one could outfit a 20-man team that would then be able to operate in a 

neutral map without having to return to a city to recover Stamina. The profits one could gain from such 

a team would be frightening, especially when exploring a new neutral map. If Zero Wing organized such 

a team, it would gain a tremendous advantage over its competition. 

 

 

Yet, Zero Wing willing sold the Stamina Gemstones, sacrificing such a wondrous opportunity. Only a 

lunatic would pull a stunt like this. 

 

 

“It seems we still underestimate Zero Wing. Starlink will have a hard time preventing the Guild from 

affecting its economy. Prepare the necessary materials immediately. We’re heading to Dark Night City,” 

the blue-clad elder commanded as he stood from his seat. 

 

 

He, like everyone else in God’s Domain, had thought Zero Wing was simply making a fool of itself by 

challenging 

 

 

Starlink in the Dark Night Empire, but now, it seemed that everyone had underestimated the Guild’s 

determination and strength. Likely no one had thought that Zero Wing was willing and able to make 

such a move. 

 

 

The Dark Night Empire’s various major powers had taken a step back in respect of Starlink, but now that 

their future was on the line, no one would heed Starlink’s warnings. 

 

 

With how tempting the Stamina Gemstones were, the prices of the empire’s specialty materials would 

rise astronomically. 



 

 

Unlike the usual rare materials, specialty materials were unique to a specific country. Starlink used the 

Dark Night Empire’s specialty materials as the Starlink Trading Finn’s foundation in the competition with 

other kingdoms and empires’ trading firms. If the prices of the Dark Night Empire’s specialty materials 

reached absurd heights or supply were severed, Starlink’s profits would plummet. After all, the various 

superpowers relied on their trading firms and wide connections as their main sources of income, and for 

Starlink, these relied on the empire’s specialty materials as a foundation. 

 

 

Without this foundation, Starlink would struggle to make money through its trading firm. 

 

 

Meanwhile, a deathly silence reigned in the Guild Leader’s office, which Lu Xingluo occupied, in 

Starlink’s Dark Night City Residence. None of the Guild upper echelons present in the room dared to 

utter a single word. 

 

 

 

In a short hour, Starlink had gone from able to purchase more than 10,000 specialty materials to only 

several hundred. Moreover, this number continued to fall as time passed. Not only had this situation 

severely impacted Starlink’s ability to produce specialty merchandise, but it had also drastically 

increased production costs. 

 

 

Ultimately, Starlink had three main income sources for Coins. 

 

 

The first source was the Guild’s trading firm. 

 

 

The second was its money-farming teams and the Guild members completing Guild Quests. 

 

 

The third source came from the Guild’s Towns. 



 

 

Although Starlink now had NPC Auction Houses as a fourth source of income, it had just taken these 

Auction Houses over,抓d it would still be some time before the Guild earned a significant amount of 

profits from this source. 

 

 

A minor income decrease due to Zero Wing’s interference would’ve been tolerable, but its impact 

wasn’t minor at all. At this point, the Starlink Trading Firm generated 20% less profit than usual, and that 

percentage continued to increase. This predicament would severely impact the Guild’s development. To 

make matters worse, this was happening as Starlink needed to migrate its Guild Towns to new locations. 

Relocating a Guild Town required a lot of funding, and a profit loss meant Starlink would have to delay 

the move… 

 

 

“Zero! Wing!” Lu Xingluo’s expression twisted into something gloomy as he read the report in his hands. 

He then turned toward Dawn Web and growled, “Notify our subordinates to increase the purchase price 

for Star-Moon Kingdom’s specialty materials immediately!” 

 

 

“How much shall we raise it by, Guild Leader?” Dawn Web asked. 

 

 

“Raise it by 50%! I want to see which of us will last the longest!” Lu Xingluo said. 

 

 

“What about the Stamina Gemstones?” Dawn Web asked. “If the other powers get their hands on them, 

they’ll have a much easier time exploring the neutral maps around the Dark Night Empire.” 

 

 

“We don’t have many materials left. Let those powers have them. In any case, the Candlelight Trading 

Firm only has 60 Stamina Gemstones for sale. Even if a power purchases all 60, it’ll only have enough to 

equip a 20-man team. That won’t be enough to upset the empire’s power structure,” Lu Xingluo said 

disdainfully. “Besides, how long can Zero Wing possibly afford to play around in Dark Night City? Turn 

your focus to Star-Moon Kingdom. Now that Zero Wing has lost the Secret Chamber of Commerce’s 

connections, it can only strut about its own kingdom.” 



 

 

More than ten neutral maps neighbored the Dark Night Empire that were suitable for current players. 

No matter how powerful a 20-man team was, it could only explore one neutral map at most. The team 

wouldn’t have the time to explore other neutral maps, let alone affect Starlink’s exploration teams. 

 

 

In contrast, as Starlink raised the prices for Star-Moon Kingdom’s specialty products, Zero Wing’s 

operation costs would rise, and its profit margins would suffer. Even if Zero Wing had White River City’s 

Auction House, its development would stagnate. 

 

 

As the various major powers continued to develop in neutral maps, stagnation would eventually 

eliminate Zero Wing from God’s Domain altogether. 

 

 

“Understood!” Dawn Web nodded. 

 

 

Meanwhile, the Candlelight Trading Firm’s Shop in Dark Night City was lively as practically every power 

in the empire gathered to view its products. Even representatives from other kingdoms and empires’ 

powers had come to inspect the goods. Every player in the Shop had traded 1 Gold of specialty materials 

to qualify for the Stamina Gemstone’s upcoming auction. None of them cared about Starlink’s threat. 

 

 

Unless Starlink wanted Dark Night City’s Auction House to go out of business, it wouldn’t dare follow 

through and ban everyone that did business with Candlelight. 

 

 

“Everyone, the Stamina Gemstones will be sold in sets of three! The bids will start at 300 Gold of 

specialty materials! Each increment must no less than 10 Gold! If everyone is in agreement, let the 

auction begin!” 

 

 

 



Everyone in the first-floor hall grew restless with Youlan’s announcement. 

 

 

Four hundred Gold!’ 

 

 

Four hundred and fifty Gold!” 

 

 

“Six hundred Gold!” 

 

 

One major power after another yelled out astronomical bids, but at the end of the day, none of them 

could outcompete the superpowers that secretly participated in the auction. The first set of Stamina 

Gemstones sold for 1,250 Gold, causing many of the participating Guilds and adventurer teams to sigh 

with disappointment. 

 

 

With that kind of money, they could fully equip a player in top-tier equipment. 

 

 

However, none of these players found the price unreasonable. Three Stamina Gemstones could enable 

an expert to roam neutral maps freely. If a superpower’s peak experts had this freedom, they could 

easily earn back the cost of the Stamina Gemstones through the opportunities they found. It was 

definitely a worthwhile trade. 

 

 

If the bidding currency hadn’t been limited to specialty materials, the price would’ve likely gone higher. 

 

 

The various superpowers continued to win Stamina Gemstones in the auction. In the end, the 20 sets 

had netted nearly 27,000 Gold in specialty materials for Zero Wing, which had even surpassed Shi Feng’s 

expectations. 

 

 



“Zero Wing has earned quite a stock of materials through this auction, but it’s a pity that its success ends 

here.” Mu Cheng, who wore a Black Cloak amidst the crowd, was a little disappointed to see the Stamina 

Gemstones out of stock. 

 

 

While Zero Wing had indeed affected Starlink’s operations by selling the Stamina Gemstones, the plan 

wasn’t viable long-term. Once the auction ended, Dark Night City would return to normal, while Zero 

Wing had only gained specialty materials. 

 

 

Naturally, Mu Cheng wasn’t the only one with such thoughts. All of the various superpowers thought the 

same. 

 

 

However, just as the crowd was about to leave, Melancholic Smile walked into the center of the hall. 

The Master Forger’s Insignia she wore and her majestic aura attracted many of the players’ attention. 

Even the various superpowers only had a handful of Lifestyle Masters, much less Master Forgers. 

 

 

“Today’s auction for the Stamina Gemstones has come to an end. The next auction will take place 

tomorrow at the same time! Customers who failed to win gemstones today may visit us then!” 

Melancholic Smile announced. “Any members of the Candlelight Trading Firm that spend more than 3 

Gold in this city’s Shop will be eligible for a lucky draw on the day of their transaction! We will select one 

winner every four hours who will be able to purchase one Stamina Gemstone for 200 Gold!” 

 

 

As Melancholic Smile finished speaking, silence descended on the hall. After a brief moment, many 

players spoke up. 

 

 

“Is this a joke?” 

 

 

“Zero Wing has more Stamina Gemstones?” 

 

 



Even the various superpowers stared at Melancholic Smile in shock, not to mention the many 

independent players. “How is this possible?” Elder Yi muttered, surprise coloring his tranquil features. 

 

 

Selling 60 Stamina Gemstones was already amazing, yet by the looks of it, Zero Wing intended to 

continue selling the gemstones for a considerable period. Although he did not know how long Zero Wing 

could maintain this business, every additional day would affect Dark Night City. 

 

 

Moreover, the impact the city felt would grow stronger with each day. Every auction was the equivalent 

of another 20- man team that could explore neutral maps without concern for their Stamina. If Zero 

Wing maintained these auctions for five or six days, it would likely change the power structure in the 

empire’s neighboring neutral maps. 

 

 

If that happened, the Dark Night Empire would likely find a new ruler! 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 2110 – Situation Changes 

 

 

News that the Candlelight Trading Firm would sell Stamina Gemstones long-term spread throughout the 

Dark Night Empire like wildfire. Small Guilds and adventurer teams that hadn’t expressed any hope of 

obtaining Stamina Gemstones began to grow restless. 

 

 

“Candlelight is selling Stamina Gemstones long-term?” 

 

 

“This is interesting!” 

 

 



“Our chance to grow stronger has finally come!” 

 

 

Although the 60 Stamina Gemstones had been tempting, it simply wasn’t enough to go around. 

 

 

There were already three superpowers in the Dark Night Empire, not to mention first-rate Guilds and 

top adventurer teams. There were also hidden dark forces. Small Guilds and low-ranked adventurer 

teams had no chance of securing Stamina Gemstones, and even if they won a bid, what could they 

possibly accomplish with only three gemstones? 

 

 

However, Candlelight’s recent revelation had changed the situation. 

 

 

 

If the Candlelight Trading Firm truly sold Stamina Gemstones long-term, they’d have a chance to 

purchase a good number for themselves. Candlelight was only accepting the Dark Night Empire’s 

specialty materials as currency, and even if the various superpowers had a large stock of these 

materials, there was a limit. As long as these minor powers saved their materials for some time, they 

could definitely win one or two bids every now and then. Once they had enough gemstones, they could 

make full use of them in neutral maps. 

 

 

For a time, the Dark Night Empire’s various powers ordered their members to collect as many specialty 

materials as possible, prohibiting the items’ sales. They’d benefit more from spending the specialty 

materials on the Stamina Gemstones and exploring neutral maps than they would by selling them. 

Furthermore, other powers would overtake their progress if they didn’t secure Stamina Gemstones early 

on. 

 

 

Meanwhile, due to the Candlelight Trading Firm’s removal from the Secret Chamber of Commerce, all 

previous agreements between the two had become null and void. As a result, the Chamber began to 

withdraw the manpower and items it had assigned to Zero Wing City in Star-Moon Kingdom. 

 

 



While Yuan Tiexin arranged for his subordinates’ move out of their office, a heroic woman in gorgeous 

sacred armor approached him. She drew everyone’s gaze as she entered the office, mesmerizing many 

of the men. 

 

 

“As expected of Goddess Purple Jade. She’s already Level 66. She can likely rank among the top 20 on 

any empire’s Ranking List.” 

 

 

“I’ve heard that two days ago, her team completed an Epic Team Quest and slew a Level 60 Mythic 

ranked Ironblood Dragon, obtaining the Dragonblood Sword. That sword is so awesome. It’s even 

considered as one of the top-ten Epic Weapons in God’s Domain. Because of that sword, Purple Jade is 

now stronger than other peak experts, earning the position as one of God’s Domain’s Ten Great 

Swordsmen from the Secret Pavilion.” 

 

 

As players spoke about the Ten Great Swordsmen, their admiration overwhelmed them. 

 

 

The Ten Great Swordsmen was a list the Secret Pavilion had introduced to promote each class’s experts. 

All classes in God’s Domain were unique, and some were even the polar opposite of others, so battles 

between different classes couldn’t accurately determine the stronger expert. Hence, the Secret Pavilion 

had introduced new ranking lists for each of the twelve main classes. Each of the lists had only ten 

players, and they were judged solely based on their strength. Combat standards and battle records 

didn’t matter. 

 

 

In addition, the aim of these twelve class list was to give the younger generation an opportunity to 

shine, so only players 30-years-old or younger could qualify for the ranking lists. Of course, this age limit 

also allowed the Secret Pavilion to avoid touching upon the various superpowers’ foundations. The 

various superpowers treated their old monsters as core secrets, and if the Secret Pavilion revealed these 

secrets to the public, the superpowers would band together against the organization. 

 

 

 

When Purple Jade had obtained the Dragonblood Sword, not only had it earned her a position on the 

Swordsmen’s list, but she had also secured the eighth rank. 



 

 

“Uncle Yuan, we’ve just received a message from the higher-ups. They’d like us to buy some Stamina 

Gemstones from Zero Wing; the more, the better,” Purple Jade said, smiling as she walked up to Yuan 

Tiexin. 

 

 

“They’re so shameless. We just banished Zero Wing from the Secret Chamber of Commerce, yet they 

want me to negotiate with the Guild? Why don’t they speak with Zero Wing themselves?” Yuan Tiexin 

could not help his growing anger when he heard the relayed message. 

 

 

The so-called “higher-ups” Purple Jade referred to were the Secret Chamber of Commerce’s advanced 

members. The Secret Pavilion had warned them not to casually annex the Chamber’s members, 

particularly Zero Wing due to the immense potential it had shown lately. However, the other five 

advanced members had ignored the Secret Pavilion’s warning and abandoned Zero Wing. Now that they 

had, they wanted him to place peacemaker. 

 

 

“But Zero Wing is pretty amazing. It has revealed something as valuable as the Stamina Gemstones, and 

the five powers regret their actions. I’ve heard that they are busy exploring the recently-discovered 

Brute God’s Land and urgently need items that can increase players’ maximum Stamina or recover rate,” 

Purple Jade said, giggling. “They’re panicking now. They threw away their chance to purchase Stamina 

Gemstones just to show respect to Starlink and suppress Zero Wing. Now, they are all upset with 

Starlink.” 

 

 

“However, Starlink has gotten serious this time. Not only has it increased the prices of Star-Moon 

Kingdom’s specialty materials, but it has also begun to sell similar merchandise to Candlelight’s at lower 

prices. Many players have already started shopping at the Starlink Trading Firm. No one is buying the 

Candlelight’s common products. I’m afraid Candlelight has lost two-thirds of its usual profits,” Yuan 

Tiexin said. “To make matters worse, the Ore Empire’s powers have been eyeing Zero Wing’s territory. 

In comparison, Starlink only has to worry about Zero Wing’s Stamina Gemstones. 

 

 

“Although the Stamina Gemstones are valuable, Starlink isn’t a superpower for no reason. With three 

NPC Auction Houses and the Starline Corporation’s support, its financial prowess isn’t so easy to shake. 

Moreover, Starlink has control of a fortress in the Ancient Undead Country, the Dark Night Empire’s 



most important neutral map. It is simply too difficult for Zero Wing to impact Starlink’s finances 

negatively.” 

 

 

The Ancient Undead Country was a new expansion pack that had triggered in the Dark Night Empire, and 

Starlink was responsible for triggering it. The Ancient Undead Country had once been a massive empire, 

but due to an ancient war, it had fallen into ruin. It was no exaggeration to say that the Ancient Undead 

Country was even richer than the Ore Empire in resources. Moreover, it housed the only known God 

Mode Regional Dungeon among the dozen or so neighboring kingdoms and empires. 

 

 

Because of the power Starlink held in the Ancient Undead Country, even the various Super Guilds feared 

the superpower and had to pay it proper respect. God’s Domain’s Super Guilds didn’t just fear Starlink 

due to the Starline Corporation’s backing, and if that were the only strength the Guild had, the Secret 

Chamber of Commerce’s advanced members wouldn’t have allowed Starlink to join their ranks. 

 

 

“Zero Wing is fully capable of returning to the Secret Chamber of Commerce with its Stamina 

Gemstones. The five other powers wouldn’t object. If Zero Wing regains access to our sales channels, it 

could certainly afford to continue its fight with Starlink while growing even stronger,” Purple Jade said, 

nodding. She, too, understood how powerful Starlink was, and the fact that Zero Wing had made the 

superpower suffer as much as it had already was impressive. 

 

 

“Indeed.” Yuan Tiexin agreed with the young woman. Starlink would struggle to suppress Zero Wing 

financially if the smaller Guild returned to the Secret Chamber of Commerce. Following which, Yuan 

Tiexin contacted Shi Feng to report the good news. 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 2111 – Condition 

 

 

White River City, Candlelight Trading Firm: 



 

 

Due to Starlink’s all-out economic suppression, the previously crowded Shop had calmed. Its current 

customers were only here to purchase Candlelight’s specialty products. None of them showed any 

interest in the trading firm’s common items. 

 

 

The Candlelight Trading Firm even saw a drop in the number of Lifestyle applicants. Now, only a dozen 

or so players lined up to take the application test. 

 

 

The players that passed the Shop sighed at its decline. 

 

 

The Candlelight Trading Firm’s Shop was the most eye-catching building in the business district, aside 

from NPC- owned buildings. The Shop loomed like a giant, overlooking White River City. Why wouldn’t 

they be surprised to see the Shop practically deserted? 

 

 

In comparison, a three-story Shop not far from Candlelight boomed with business. Practically every 

player in the business district rushed toward the Shop. 

 

 

“Starlink really is ruthless. Not only has it set up Shop in every NPC city that the Candlelight Trading Firm 

occupies, but it’s also selling common goods at half the normal rate. It is basically selling items at cost,” 

Purple Jade was astonished when she saw how popular the Starlink Trading Firm had become. 

 

 

Starlink was throwing away enough money to give an ordinary superpower a heart attack. Not even the 

Secret Pavilion would casually sacrifice so much income. 

 

 

However, Purple Jade had to admit that Starlink’s strategy was effective, practically stealing all of the 

Candlelight Trading Firm’s customers. 



 

 

Not only had Candlelight’s sales plummeted, but its Lifestyle players’ income had suffered as well. 

Including Starlink’s mass-recruitment for skilled Lifestyle players, many of Candlelight’s Intermediate 

and Advanced Lifestyle players had jumped ship. 

 

 

If this persisted, it would destroy the Candlelight Trading Firm, and Zero Wing would stagnate due to the 

lost profits. 

 

 

Zero Wing was no longer a small Guild; it had become a gigantic existence. Even if the Guild avoided 

massive operations, it still needed to spend an astronomical amount of money each day. 

 

 

 

The Guild might maintain its lead over its competition for a while, but if Zero Wing’s development 

ground to a halt, it would only be a matter of time before it was overtaken by the other powers. 

Furthermore, multiple hostile superpowers still searched for a chance to tear the Guild apart. 

 

 

These factors were a large part of the reason that Starlink had invested so much into targeting the 

Candlelight Trading Firm’s business. Otherwise, it never would’ve paid such a painfully high price. 

 

 

“This situation is why we are here. If this weren’t happening, we wouldn’t have any leverage to 

negotiate with Zero Wing,” Yuan Tiexin said seriously. “Alright, let’s hurry inside.” 

 

 

Yuan Tiexin then entered the Candlelight Trading Firm, while Purple Jade followed behind him after 

taking one last look at Starlink’s Shop. 

 

 

The moment these two players entered the Shop, the various reconnaissance players from Star-Moon 

Kingdom’s various powers focused on the pair. 



 

 

“Why are the Secret Pavilion’s Yuan Tiexin and Purple Jade visiting the Candlelight Trading Firm?” 

 

 

“Didn’t the Secret Chamber of Commerce already expel Candlelight? Why are these two here?” 

 

 

“Does Secret intend to re-invite Candlelight?” 

 

 

The various powers’ players quietly discussed their guesses as they watched Liang Jing lead the pair to 

the second floor. 

 

 

News of the Candlelight Trading Firm’s exile from the Secret Chamber of Commerce had spread 

throughout Star- Moon Kingdom. It was precisely the reason that Starlink’s suppression against Zero 

Wing was so effective. 

 

 

Meanwhile, Yuan Tiexin and Purple Jade were some of the Secret Pavilion’s VIPs. These two shouldn’t 

have any reason to visit Candlelight now that it wasn’t a member of the Secret Chamber of Commerce. 

 

 

The only plausible explanation involved the Stamina Gemstones Zero Wing sold in the Dark Night 

Empire. 

 

 

The Stamina Gemstone’s importance to the various powers went without saying, especially to 

superpowers. However, only Zero Wing currently had access to their source. The Secret Chamber of 

Commerce would find it difficult to convince Zero Wing to share these gemstones unless it offered a 

token of its sincerity. The best expression it could offer required reinstating the Candlelight Trading 

Firm’s membership in the Secret Chamber of Commerce and offering additional remunerations. 

 

 



Tese reconnaissance members immediate reported the situation to their superiors, and very quickly, 

news of Yuan Tiexin and Purple Jade_s visit reached the kingdom’s various powers. 

 

 

 

“Things are going to get interesting, Commander. Starlink has gone through great lengths to kick Zero 

Wing out of Secret, yet Zero Wing’s Stamina Gemstones are about to ruin its plans,” Yi Luofei, who read 

her subordinate’s latest report in FFF adventurer team’s Residence in the distant Black Dragon Empire, 

said. Smiling, she continued, “When Starlink’s upper echelons learn of this, they’ll die from anger.” 

 

 

That depends on whether or not Zero Wing wants to rejoin the Secret Chamber of Commerce,” Yan 

Tianxing responded absently as he polished his short sword. 

 

 

“Why wouldn’t it?” Yi Luofei asked strangely. “Zero Wing can resolve the issues it faces in Star-Moon 

Kingdom immediately by rejoining Secret. Although Starlink’s efforts will still affect its business to a 

certain extent in Star-Moon Kingdom, it’ll be tolerable. Why wouldn’t Zero Wing want to rejoin Secret? 

Will Black Flame really abandon his Guild’s development because of the minor humiliation?” 

 

 

“Any other Guild would definitely accept Secret’s attempts to reconcile, but Zero Wing has always been 

overbearing. There’s a high chance that the Guild will refuse the offer,” Yan Tianxing said. “This is also 

Zero Wing’s flaw. If Zero Wing can fix that, it has a high chance of becoming a superpower in the future.” 

 

 

That can’t be possible, can it, Commander? Would Zero Wing really sacrifice such a vibrant future?” Yi 

Luofei asked, surprised. 

 

 

“It’s highly possible. After all, Zero Wing has always operated in such a way,” Yan Tianxin said, sighing. “I 

used to be like that, too, and as a result, I missed that final step. Hopefully, Zero Wing will make the 

right decision.” 

 

 



Star-Moon Kingdom’s various superpowers were eager to hear Zero Wing’s final decision, but unlike Yan 

Tianxing, most of them assumed that Zero Wing would jump at the chance to rejoin the Secret Chamber 

of Commerce. It was, after all, the only way that Zero Wing could recover from its current predicament. 

 

 

While the various powers secretly discussed the matter, Yuan Tiexin and Purple Jade waited in 

Candlelight Trading Firm’s VIP reception room in silence, watching Shi Feng. 

 

 

“Guild Leader Black Flame, the Secret Pavilion will reinforce Zero Wing’s permanent membership in the 

Secret Chamber of Commerce. From now on, not even advanced members will have the authority to 

expel your Guild. In addition, if Zero Wing agrees to sell a large number of Stamina Gemstones, several 

of the Chamber’s advanced members will offer 10 additional sales channels in their own headquarters. 

With this, not even Starlink will achieve much by targeting Zero Wing financially,” Yuan Tiexin said. “May 

I know your thoughts on this offer, Guild Leader?” 

 

 

Even Yuan Tiexin found the higher-ups’ conditions surprising. 

 

 

The ten additional sales channels were an extraordinary offer, all of which came through the Shops in 

empires’ imperial capitals. These sales channels were far more valuable than those the Chamber’s basic 

members had access too. With them, the Candlelight Trading Firm’s profits would rise to a whole new 

level. 

 

 

“Your conditions are quite tempting,” Shi Feng said, nodding slightly as he read the contract Yuan Tiexin 

had handed him. “However, they’re not enough!” 

 

 

Yuan Tiexin found Shi Feng’s reply understandable. After all, the man should be enraged over 

Candlelight’s removal from the Secret Chamber of Commerce. Softly, Yuan Tiexin asked, “What 

conditions do you have in mind, then?” 

 

 

“I only have one condition.” Looking straight at Yuan Tiexin, Shi Feng chuckled and said, “I want 

advanced membership in the Secret Chamber of Commerce!” 



 

 

 

 

Chapter 2112 – God Mode Regional Dungeon 

 

 

When Shi Feng stated his condition, everything in the VIP reception room seemed to freeze. Both Yuan 

Tiexin and Liang Jing, who stood behind Shi Feng, stared at the Swordsman incredulously. 

 

 

Most of the Guilds in God’s Domain recognized the Secret Chamber of Commerce for the extraordinary 

existence it was, and those who could become members were either superpowers or powers with 

immensely powerful backgrounds. 

 

 

However, only those that had truly joined the Secret Chamber of Commerce would understand how 

frightening the Chamber was. Only a few of God’s Domain’s powers could match the reach of Secret’s 

influence. 

 

 

The Secret Chamber of Commerce ranked at the very top in the game in both its ability to sell 

merchandise and its ability to collect materials. 

 

 

This was why the majority of God’s Domain’s superpowers dreamed of joining Secret. 

 

 

When Liang Jing had taken over the Candlelight Trading Firm’s business, she had learned how 

frightening Secret Was. She was not a pure gamer like Shi Feng, but she had managed a company 

before, so she knew business and economics far better than most of God’s Domain’s players. 

 

 

She already found it astonishing that Zero Wing had become a member of the Secret Chamber of 

Commerce. She hadn’t expected such exceptional results from Shi Feng. 



 

 

But now, the man demanded status as one of Secret’s advanced members! 

 

 

She had no idea what to say about this. His demand was beyond daylight robbery. 

 

 

“Guild Leader Black Flame, this condition is simply impossible. Do you know what price the Secret 

Chamber of Commerce’s advanced members had to pay to get to their position?” Contrary to 

expectations, Yuan Tiexin wasn’t angry about Shi Feng’s condition. Instead, he calmly said, “I can tell you 

now that even with over tens of thousands of Stamina Gemstones and all of Zero Wing City, you still 

wouldn’t qualify to become an advanced member.” 

 

 

Even Super Guilds coveted the Secret Chamber of Commerce’s advanced membership, but the number 

of Super Guilds that actually became advanced members could be counted on one hand. 

 

 

If Starlink hadn’t handed over an astronomical amount of resources and. 

 

 

 

Advanced members’ status in the Secret Chamber of Commerce was extraordinary. Not only did they 

have access to more sales channels, but they also had some control of the Chamber itself and received 

5% of the Chamber’s profits. 

 

 

While 5% might not seem like much, it was enough to rival 50% of an ordinary superpower’s income 

with the scale of Secret’s operations. In other words, by becoming an advanced member in the Secret 

Chamber of Commerce, one would gain half of an ordinary superpower’s resources. Claiming that one 

could become a titan in God’s Domain by becoming an advanced member was no exaggeration. 

 

 

How could a few Stamina Gemstones possibly rival such benefits? 



 

 

Stamina Gemstones might be a significant boon to players in neutral maps right now, but as players 

leveled up, they’d acquire better items. Naturally, players would find more items that increased 

maximum Stamina and Stamina recovery. They wouldn’t have to worry about lacking Stamina items in 

the future. Furthermore, Stamina Gemstones were very scarce right now. Zero Wing didn’t have enough 

to affect the big picture. At most, it had enough for the various powers to gain a slight advantage when 

exploring neutral maps. 

 

 

“Elder Yuan, I know the value of advanced membership,” Shi Feng said, smiling. “Naturally, I have my 

reasons for stating this condition; I’m not just spouting empty words.” 

 

 

“Oh? What is Guild Leader Black Flame willing to offer, then?” Yuan Tiexin could not help his growing 

curiosity. 

 

 

Yuan Tiexin, more or less, understood Shi Feng’s personality. The man wasn’t some ignorant fool. He 

was a Domain Realm expert, and if he dared to say such a thing, he had the confidence to back it up. 

 

 

However, Yuan Tiexin also found it very difficult to imagine what Zero Wing could possibly offer to 

convince the Secret Pavilion that Zero Wing should become an advanced member. 

 

 

“I’ll hand over 40% of Stone Forest Town’s shares!” Shi Feng declared. 

 

 

“S-Stone Forest Town?” Yuan Tiexin was stupefied by Shi Feng’s answer. For a moment, he even 

wondered if he had heard wrong. “Guild Leader Black Flame, are you talking about the Stone Forest 

Town in the Stoneclaw Mountains?” 

 

 

“That’s right. I’m talking about that Stone Forest Town.” Shi Feng nodded. 



 

 

“Guild Leader Black Flame, if you are not interested in this transaction, I won’t force you to agree to it. If 

there is nothing else to discuss, we’ll be taking our leave,” Yuan Tiexin said as he inwardly rolled his eyes 

at Shi Feng. He was sure that Shi Feng was toying with him. 

 

 

Not even two Zero Wing Cities would be enough to buy an advanced membership in the Secret Chamber 

of Commerce, let alone an Advanced Town like Stone Forest Town. Moreover, Shi Feng only offered 40% 

of the town’s shares. 

 

 

Even Liang Jing felt that Shi Feng had gone overboard with his latest joke. 

 

 

 

Stone Forest Town was indeed an excellent Advanced Town, but the map it occupied was no longer 

suitable for players to level up. Stone Forest Town wasn’t even worth as much as Silverwing Town, much 

less Zero Wing City. 

 

 

What if I tell you that I can move Stone Forest Town to the Ancient Undead Country’s Bottomless 

Abyss?” Shi Feng unhurriedly mentioned as he watched Yuan Tiexin stand from his seat and turn to 

leave. 

 

 

“What?” Yuan Tiexin was stunned. He spun around and demanded, “Are you telling the truth?” 

 

 

As far as the Secret Pavilion knew, the Ancient Undead Country’s Bottomless Abyss was the only God 

Mode Regional Dungeon in God’s Domain. The Bottomless Abyss was a Level 60 to Level 100 super-

large-scale Regional Dungeon, and not only did it have far more resources than Asura Mode Regional 

Dungeons, but the Dungeon’s monsters also dropped Seven Luminaries Crystals. 

 

 



Unfortunately, the Ancient Undead Country’s environment was exceptionally harsh. Players would have 

an extremely difficult time surviving inside the Dungeon. In fact, entering and leaving the Dungeon was 

immensely troublesome, not to mention exploring it. 

 

 

A large part of the reason that the Secret Chamber of Commerce had agreed to promote Starlink to 

advanced membership was the Guild’s willingness to hand over the fortress it had obtained in the 

Ancient Undead Country. Otherwise, Starlink would’ve needed to offer a lot more to elevate its 

membership. 

 

 

Yan Tiexin could not fathom how Shi Feng could move Stone Forest Town to the Bottomless Abyss. 

Setting up a Guild Town in a neutral map was already incredibly difficult, not to mention setting one up 

in a God Mode Regional Dungeon. 

 

 

However, if what Shi Feng said were true, the Bottomless Abyss would become one of Zero Wing’s 

backyards. Exploring the Regional Dungeon would become at least half as difficult, and players wouldn’t 

need to worry about their survival in the Bottomless Abyss. 

 

 

“Of course.” Shi Feng nodded. 

 

 

The idea would be delusional at best for others, but for Shi Feng, the task was only somewhat difficult, 

not entirely out of the question. To complete the task, Zero Wing would need a large stock of resources, 

enough that not even top- ranked first-rate Guilds would be able to afford it. 

 

 

Originally, Shi Feng had planned on setting up Stone Forest Town in a neutral map outside of Star-Moon 

Kingdom, but now that the Ancient Undead Country had been discovered, he dismissed his initial plans. 

 

 

God Mode Regional Dungeons were treasure troves, and even the various superpowers would fight for 

control of the areas. Since someone had discovered the Ancient Undead Country now, and the Secret 

Pavilion had come knocking on his door, Shi Feng wouldn’t ignore this opportunity. 



 

 

“Even so, that’s not enough. It’s only a town in a Regional Dungeon,” Yuan Tiexin said, but looking at Shi 

Feng’s confident expression, he couldn’t help but return to his seat. 

 

 

“This is the most sincere offer I can make. If it isn’t possible, then I can only apologize for the 

inconvenience,” Shi Feng said, chuckling at the interest flashing in Yuan Tiexin’s eyes. 

 

 

“I am absolutely certain that the higher-ups will not agree. You’d be better off requesting another 

condition,” Yuan Tiexin responded with conviction. 

 

 

After giving the matter some thought, Shi Feng said, “Since that is the case, then I want Starlink’s 

advanced membership revoked!” 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 2113 – Giving Starlink a Taste of Its Own Medicine 

 

 

“Revoke Starlink’s advanced membership?” Yuan Tiexin was stunned by Shi Feng’s new condition. 

 

 

Purple Jade, who sat beside Yuan Tiexin, gaped at Shi Feng in shock. She had never thought that this 

man would make such a demand. Instead of securing more benefits for Zero Wing, Shi Feng wanted 

Secret to revoke Starlink’s advanced membership. He was simply insane! 

 

 

“Guild Leader Black Flame, whether or not the higher-ups agree, do you understand the consequences 

for doing something like that?” Yuan Tiexin asked after taking in a deep breath. “Starlink has paid a 

massive price for its advanced membership. If it finds out that it lost it due to Zero Wing, it won’t rest 

until your Guild had been destroyed.” 



 

 

“Elder Yuan, I am only doing what Starlink has done to Zero Wing. If Starlink wants to face Zero Wing in 

an all-out fight, we welcome it,” Shi Feng said, unperturbed. 

 

 

Within Star-Moon Kingdom, Zero Wing wouldn’t fear Starlink even if the Guild launched a full military 

assault. 

 

 

On an open battlefield, the Guardian Puppets and Hell Tanks were invincible against Tier 2 players, and 

even if Zero Wing were no match for Starlink in guerilla warfare, Zero Wing had the home-ground 

advantage. Zero Wing already occupied most of the valuable leveling maps in the kingdom, and if the 

war dragged on, it would only be in Zero Wing’s favor. 

 

 

In fact, Zero Wing would rather face an assault than deal with these financial attacks. Zero Wing’s 

development already required significant funding and resources, and now, it had to split a portion of its 

assets to fight Starlink. If this persisted, it was easy to imagine what outcome awaited Zero Wing. 

 

 

But advanced membership in the Secret Chamber of Commerce was extraordinary. The 5% of the 

Chamber’s revenue alone was enough to sustain Starlink in this financial war. If Starlink lost its status, 

however, not only would the Guild’s finances suffer, but the suppression Zero Wing faced would also 

lighten. 

 

 

“Alright, but I cannot make this decision alone. I still have to report to the higher-ups. Naturally, I cannot 

guarantee what they will decide,” Yuan Tiexin said, sighing as he looked at Shi Feng’s fearless 

expression. 

 

 

“Of course.” Shi Feng nodded. 

 

 



Kicking a basic member out of the Secret Chamber of Commerce was already extremely difficult. Trying 

to demote an advanced member was even more challenging. At the end of the day, however, it was up 

to the Secret Pavilion. 

 

 

All members, both basic and advanced, only exchanged 1% of their shares with the Secret Chamber of 

Commerce. Advanced members merely received better benefits than basic members. Moreover, the 

contracts all powers signed with Secret were one-sided. The Secret Pavilion could dismiss any member 

on a whim, including advanced members. However, the Secret Pavilion would not casually dismiss or 

demote advanced members as they brought in far more profits than basic members. 

 

 

 

The Secret Pavilion had only agreed to remove Zero Wing from the Chamber because Starlink had paid a 

large enough price. Now that Zero Wing wanted Starlink demoted, it had to pay an equally high price. 

 

 

Yuan Tiexin walked over to a corner of the room and contacted the Secret Chamber of Commerce’s 

higher-ups. 

 

 

After about half an hour of discussion, he returned to his seat before Shi Feng. Based on his stern 

expression, he had received an answer. 

 

 

“Guild Leader Black Flame, the higher-ups have made their decision, but before I relay it, I need to ask; 

are you certain that you can establish Stone Forest Town in the Bottomless Abyss?” Yuan Tiexin asked 

seriously. 

 

 

“I cannot guarantee it,” Shi Feng said, chuckling. 

 

 

“Do you understand what our advanced membership represents, Guild Leader Black Flame? If you 

cannot offer us a guarantee, we cannot continue this transaction,” Yuan Tiexin explained with a twisted 

expression. 



 

 

“Don’t be in such a rush, Elder Yuan. Although I cannot guarantee success, I can sign a contract 

regarding it,” Shi Feng said as he retrieved an empty contract. He then said, “I can offer two options. If 

the Secret Chamber of Commerce is willing to revoke Starlink’s advanced membership immediately, the 

Chamber will gain 30% of Stone Forest Town’s shares after its establishment in the Bottomless Abyss. I 

will also accept Starlink’s demotion after Stone Forest Town has been moved. However, that option is 

only worth 20% of the town’s shares.” 

 

 

“I thought you had offered 40% earlier, Black Flame? Have you changed your mind so quickly?” Yuan 

Tiexin’s eyebrows twitched slightly. 

 

 

“That was the price Zero Wing was willing to offer for advanced membership. Since we are only 

discussing Starlink’s demotion, the price must change,” Shi Feng said, smiling. 

 

 

“Do you know how much Starlink had to hand over of its fortress’s shares in the Ancient Undead 

Country to become an advanced member?” Yuan Tiexin had the urge to vomit blood when he heard Shi 

Feng’s reply. “Seventy percent. Starlink paid approximately 70% of the fortress’s shares to become an 

advanced member, Guild Leader Black Flame. On the other hand, you are only offering shares for an 

Advanced Town. Don’t you think your offer is a little too weak?” 

 

 

You also have to consider the location,” Shi Feng calmly replied, not budging at the slightest. 

 

 

The difference between a town within a Regional Dungeon and one without was massive, not to 

mention a God Mode Regional Dungeon. He refused to believe that the Secret Pavilion didn’t know this 

difference. 

 

 

Shi Feng would never have considered selling Stone Forest Town’s shares if not for his goal to drag 

Starlink down and regain access to the Secret Chamber of Commerce’s sales channels. Once he moved 

Stone Forest Town to the Bottomless Abyss, he could gain a fortune in entrance fees alone. 



 

 

“Although I see your reasoning, it isn’t enough shares. If you’re willing to increase your offer by another 

20%, we can continue these negotiations. The higher-ups will not agree otherwise,” Yuan Tiexin said. 

 

 

 

“This is the highest Zero Wing is willing to go. If you cannot accept that, then I’m afraid that there is 

nothing we can do,” Shi Feng, shaking his head. 

 

 

Shi Feng had considered using the secret of linking NPC Auction Houses with player Auction Houses as a 

bargaining chip, but he couldn’t afford to expose this information just yet. Every day he could maintain 

its secrecy was another day of advantages. In any case, he had control of Stone Forest Town’s Auction 

House, and only he could see how many people truly sold items through it. At most, players would be 

surprised by how many items passed through the Auction House. 

 

 

“This…” Shi Feng’s uninterested expression rendered Yuan Tiexin speechless. It was as if the man didn’t 

mind this deal going sour. 

 

 

If the higher-ups hadn’t been so tempted by the Bottomless Abyss and the idea of a Guild Town within 

the Regional Dungeon, including how much said town could help the Secret Pavilion’s development, he 

would’ve already left the room. 

 

 

“Agree to his deal. We will revoke Starlink’s advanced membership immediately.” 

 

 

Suddenly, Yuan Tiexin heard a solemn voice. 

 

 



“Guild Leader?” Yuan Tiexin’s eyes drifted to the dignified man on the screen at the bottom right corner 

of his vision. This transaction was immensely important to the Secret Pavilion, so he had deliberately 

maintained the video call with his Guild Leader, allowing the man to listen in on the conversation. 

 

 

“The loss is manageable, and I’ve seen Stone Forest Town before. It has developed quite smoothly thus 

far and has already become an Advanced Town. If Zero Wing can truly reestablish the town in the 

Bottomless Abyss, it will only be a matter of time before Stone Forest Town becomes a Basic City. 

However, we need a clear timeframe. If Zero Wing cannot accomplish the task within a reasonable time, 

it will have to compensate for our losses with the Combat Puppet Design!” the dignified man said. 

 

 

“Yes, I understand,” Yuan Tiexin replied as realization dawned on him. A Basic City was far more valuable 

than a fortress. He hadn’t really thought Shi Feng’s offer through. Following which, he turned to the 

Swordsman in question and said, “Guild Leader Black Flame, we agree to your first condition. However, 

you must give us a time limit. If you cannot fulfill your promise within the given time, you will have to 

offer the Combat Puppet Design as compensation. This is the most the Secret Pavilion is willing to 

concede!” 

 

 

All of the various superpowers sought their own Combat Puppets, which were easily as valuable as an 

entire fortress in the Ancient Undead Country. 

 

 

That won’t be a problem.” Although Yuan Tiexin’s reply surprised Shi Feng, he quickly answered the 

man, “As for the time limit, I think ten days should be appropriate!” 

 

 

“Alright, let’s sign the contract, then.” Yuan Tiexin nodded. 

 

 

Both Liang Jing and Purple Jade watched the exchange in shock. With just a few words, Shi Feng had 

guarantee Starlink’s demotion. No one would believe this if they heard it. 

 

 

Once Shi Feng and Yuan Tiexin signed the contract, the Secret Chamber of Commerce had revoked 

Starlink’s advanced membership within less than half an hour. 



 

 

Although this matter had only been announced internally, news quickly spread across God’s Domain. 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 2114 – Overturning the Heavens 

 

 

Foggy Ghost Plains, a neutral map outside of the Black Dragon Empire- 

 

 

Darkness enveloped the pains throughout the year. Level 70 to 80 Undead Creatures with high physical 

resistance roamed the plains, making the area very dangerous for current players. If players weren’t 

careful here, they could easily lose their lives. Thus, very few visited this place. 

 

 

However, a 20-man team currently fought more than a hundred Level 70-plus Undead Earthworms. 

These Undead Earthworms ranked between Special Elite and Lord, and a deathly aura surrounded their 

bodies. If players approached, they felt a chill seep into them, affecting their movements. In addition, 

the Undead Earthworms had extremely high Defense, and their attacks had a corrosive effect. 

 

 

However, the players who faced these Undead Earthworms defeated one after another. 

 

 

The team’s leader, an Assassin, toyed with roughly 80 Undead Earthworms by himself. Like a graceful 

butterfly, the Assassin skillfully dodged the corrosive attacks. 

 

 

While the Assassin attracted the Undead Earthworms’ attacks, a willowy woman bombarded the 

monsters with one Spell after another, each dealing over -20,000 damage. Moreover, the woman timed 

her Spells accurately to strike the Undead Earthworms as they launched an attack, diverting the 

trajectories and reducing the pressure on the Assassin. 



 

 

After around 30 minutes, the 20-man team finally slew the last of these monsters, their bodies littering 

the ground alongside materials and items. 

 

 

“The commander and vice commander sure are amazing. Without those two, these Undead Earthworms 

would’ve likely worn us down until we died.” 

 

 

“That’s right! The Stamina consumption here is ridiculous. I lost more than a quarter of my Stamina in 

that fight alone. It’s no wonder why the other adventurer teams refused to grind here.” 

 

 

“I wish I were as capable as the commander and vice commander. I’d be able to walk through the Black 

Dragon Empire unhindered.” 

 

 

“With their fame and strength, they could establish a large Guild in the empire. Even superpowers have 

tried to recruit our adventurer team. It’s a pity that the commander rejected all those offers without 

hesitation.” 

 

 

When the resting members FFF adventurer team members looked at Yan Tianxing and Yi Luofei, their 

gazes held respect and admiration, especially the players that had recently joined the team. 

 

 

 

Not only did the Undead Earthworms have incredible Defense, but their death aura also weakened 

players’ combat power. Including the corrosive effect of the monsters’ attacks, not even MTs in top-tier 

equipment would dare to aggro too many at once. At most, a strong MT could handle five or six Undead 

Earthworms at a time. However, these monsters traveled in groups of 100 or more. Even a 50-man team 

would struggle against such a large band of monsters, not to mention a 20-man team. 

 

 



However, thanks to Yan Tianxing aggroing most of the worms and Yi Luofei’s timely attacks, the team 

was able to defeat the 100-plus Undead Earthworms without much trouble. 

 

 

The only benefit to the Foggy Ghost Plains was the high EXP its monsters granted. The leveling speed 

here was unmatched. After defeating a single wave of monsters, the FFF adventurer team’s members 

had gained a visible chunk to their experience bars. It was a rare phenomenon at their levels. 

 

 

Suddenly, a woman in dark-gray leather armor appeared before Yan Tianxing and Yi Luofei. She had a 

magnificent body, looking like a fairy, and her chilling aura felt like the moon in the night sky. 

 

 

Upon close inspection, one would discover that this woman was actually Level 67. She could 

undoubtedly rank at the very top of the Black Dragon Empire’s Ranking List. Meanwhile, Yan Tianxing 

and Yi Luofei had failed to detect this woman’s presence before she had appeared. 

 

 

The FFF members grew nervous due to her abrupt arrival. 

 

 

They were all experts, and their ability to sense others’ auras was first-rate, yet they hadn’t noticed this 

woman’s approach. To make matters worse, they had never felt such a frightening aura before. They all 

felt as if they stood in a silent hell as this woman’s aura washed over them. 

 

 

“Why are you here, Lotus?” Yan Tianxing calmly asked the peerless beauty before him. 

 

 

The other FFF members’ jaws dropped when they heard the woman’s name. 

 

 

Everyone in the Black Dragon Empire knew the name ‘Lotus.’ It was, after all, the name of the number 

one player on the empire’s Assassin Ranking List. She was a legend in the empire, and even the Dragon-

Phoenix Pavilion feared her. 



 

 

Moreover, Lotus was particularly mysterious. The public knew almost nothing about her other than her 

name. 

 

 

The reason Lotus was known as a legend in the Black Dragon Empire and even the Dragon-Phoenix 

Pavilion feared her so greatly was her success in killing Martial Dragon, one of the Pavilion’s monster-

level experts. Nine Dragons Emperor had been furious about Martial Dragon’s defeat, but despite 

ordering a hunt for Lotus, he had accomplished nothing. In the end, Nine Dragons Emperor had been 

forced to abandon the hunt. 

 

 

The FFF adventurer team’s members had certainly never expected to meet the real deal here. 

Moreover, their commander seemed to know this woman. 

 

 

“Have you considered the matter?” Lotus asked in a cold, mechanical tone. 

 

 

 

“I’ve already told you that I’m not interested in joining Dark Soul,” Yan Tianxing said. 

 

 

“The alliance has more resources than you can imagine. I’m sure you believe that you can continue 

down this path and grow stronger without relying on a superpower. I thought the same in the past, but 

you haven’t reached that point yet. You haven’t experienced what it truly feels like to reach the point 

where there is no road ahead. 

 

 

“If you continue to be stubborn, the gap between us will only grow. I know that you’re interested in Zero 

Wing, and I admit that the Guild is impressive to secure White River City’s Auction House despite facing 

multiple superpowers in the competition,” Lotus said, her voice deepening. “However, everyone knows 

what future awaits Zero Wing. After provoking so many superpowers, it is destined to perish. 

Furthermore, Zero Wing has almost no training resources. You’d be better off joining me in Dark Soul. 

Dark Soul’s resources will help you improve. Do you really need to waste time on a Guild that is on the 

verge of destruction?” 



 

 

“I’ve made up my mind,” Yan Tianxing replied without hesitation. “Zero Wing’s death isn’t certain yet. As 

long as it returns to the Secret Chamber of Commerce, Starlink won’t find the Guild easy to eliminate.” 

 

 

“So what if it returns? Do you really think a Guild with no background and resources can overturn the 

heavens?” Lotus asked with a hint of disdain. 

 

 

But as soon as Lotus finished speaking, Yi Luofei gasped from beside Yan Tianxing. 

 

 

“Commander, something… Something has happened!” Yi Luofei shouted after reading the message from 

the Flower of Seven Sins. 

 

 

“What is it?” Yan Tianxing asked, giving his vice commander an odd look. 

 

 

“Starlink… Starlink’s advanced membership has been revoked!” Yi Luofei said, shuddering. 

 

 

She even wondered if this message was a fake, but since it bore the Flower of Seven Sins’ name, it 

couldn’t be. 

 

 

“How is that possible?!” Yan Tianxing was stunned. “Has the Secret Pavilion lost its mind? What in the 

world has happened?” 

 

 

Membership in the Secret Chamber of Commerce was extraordinary. Revoking a basic member’s status 

demanded an extremely high price, not to mention a power’s advanced membership. 



 

 

The news even surprised Lotus. 

 

 

Becoming an advanced member in Secret required an astronomical price. By demoting one if its 

advanced members, the Chamber would lose significant profits. Why would the Secret Chamber of 

Commerce willingly revoke Starlink’s advanced rank? 

 

 

“The information isn’t very accurate, but based on what we currently know, I’m 90% sure that Zero 

Wing has something to do with it. The moment Secret reinstated Zero Wing’s basic membership, it 

demoted Starlink…” Yi Luofei replied hesitantly. 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 2115 – Realms of Refinement Legacy 

 

 

“It’s Zero Wing’s doing?” Yan Tianxing was dazed for a long moment after hearing Yi Luofei’s reply. He 

couldn’t fathom what Zero Wing had done to push the Secret Pavilion to such a decision. 

 

 

That was the Secret Chamber of Commerce’s advanced membership they were talking about! 

 

 

Recovering from his daze, Yan Tianxing turned to Lotus. Smiling, he said, “Lotus, it seems you’ve guessed 

wrong. Zero Wing is far more powerful than you imagine.” 

 

 

Although he did not know what Zero Wing had done, it had accomplished this feat, one which would 

even be difficult for a superpower. 



 

 

Zero Wing’s Stamina Gemstones had only been enough to cause a small upset in its war with Starlink, 

but now, the Guild was responsible for a major setback. 

 

 

“I’ve certainly underestimated Zero Wing,” Lotus said. Contrary to expectations, though, she maintained 

a tranquil expression despite hearing that Zero Wing was responsible for Starlink’s demotion. “However, 

Zero Wing’s actions will only incense Starlink further. It doesn’t fully understand what Starlink is. Zero 

Wing has only backed itself into a corner. It’s best if you don’t get too close to the Guild. Not even I can 

save you if you do.” 

 

 

Lotus then vanished without a trace as if she had never existed. 

 

 

“Commander, what should we do?” Yi Luofei asked as she turned to Yan Tianxing. 

 

 

Zero Wing’s latest accomplishment was truly frightening, but as Lotus had said, Starlink wasn’t an 

ordinary superpower. Its background was extraordinary. If it were just some ordinary power, the Secret 

Pavilion would never have promoted it to advanced member in the Secret Chamber of Commerce. 

 

 

Aside from wealth, one had to offer proof of strength to become an advanced member in Secret. 

 

 

“I’m going to Zero Wing!” Yan Tianxing said, laughing. “I had already decided to give up on the Guild if it 

couldn’t restore its membership in the Secret Chamber of Commerce when the Secret Pavilion’s people 

had visited Zero Wing. I might have even chosen the same path as Lotus. However, if Zero Wing could 

restore its membership, I inwardly swore that I would join the Guild. Will you join with me?” 

 

 

“I’ll follow you, commander,” Yi Luofei said. She could not help but sigh when she saw the determined 

look on Yan Tianxing’s face. 



 

 

“Good! Let’s go and make the necessary preparations!” Yan Tianxing felt a little more confident about 

his decision when Yi Luofei agreed to follow him. 

 

 

At the same time, God’s Domain’s various powers received news of Starlink’s demotion, and they could 

barely believe it. The various superpowers were particularly shocked; they knew how Starlink had 

become an advanced member in the first place. 

 

 

News of Starlink’s demotion was even more shocking to these superpowers than hearing that one of 

their kind had fallen. 

 

 

“Zero Wing is too awesome, Big Sis Rain! It actually took away Starlink’s advanced membership! This has 

definitely dealt a severe blow to Starlink’s financial development. Lu Xingluo is probably fuming right 

about now,” Blue Phoenix, who currently occupied Thunder Island, couldn’t help her joyful expression 

when she heard the news. 

 

 

First, Zero Wing had caused an uproar in the Dark Night Empire. Then, not only had it restored its basic 

member status in the Secret Chamber of Commerce, but it was also responsible for revoking Starlink’s 

advanced membership. Not even the Dragon-Phoenix Pavilion was capable of such a feat, yet Zero Wing 

had done it. It was unbelievable. 

 

 

 

“I have persuaded Seventh Street to send Zero Wing another invitation to alleviate the pressure from 

Starlink, but it seems that effort was unnecessary.” Phoenix Rain revealed a bitter smile as she looked at 

the report in her hands. 

 

 

After Zero Wing’s performance in White River City’s Auction Arena, the majority of the Guild’s Senior 

Elders now stood on her side. Not only had this significantly increased her authority within the Guild, but 

it had given her access to more resources, as well. 



 

 

Only then had she qualified to persuade a major Chamber of Commerce like Seventh Street. 

 

 

In the end, however, her efforts had been wasted… 

 

 

She had watched Zero Wing closely since the Guild had begun to grow, yet the more she looked at it, the 

more mysterious it seemed. 

 

 

“Now that Starlink has lost its advanced membership, Nine Dragons Emperor will likely shelf his plans of 

using Zero Wing’s financial issues to cause trouble,” Blue Phoenix said, smiling. 

 

 

“Indeed. He will also have to rethink whether or not he wants to continue targeting Zero Wing. After all, 

Zero Wing has firmly secured the Secret Pavilion’s support; otherwise, it wouldn’t have demoted Starlink 

for the Guild,” Phoenix Rain said after giving the matter some thought. “Now, it’s just a matter of time 

before Zero Wing’s development skyrockets.” 

 

 

She had had a headache over trying to figure out preventative measures against Nine Dragons 

Emperor’s little tricks against her and Zero Wing, but now, her fellow Pavilion Master would have to 

think twice before causing mischief for a future titan in God’s Domain. Regardless of the man’s personal 

feelings, the Guild’s Senior Elders wouldn’t agree to his tactics. Very few of those elders still stood with 

Nine Dragons Emperor. If he lost their support as well, he could kiss any chances of becoming the Great 

Pavilion Master good-bye. 

 

 

While the various powers discussed the latest development, Shi Feng and his people had become quite 

busy. 

 

 



Although Zero Wing’s financial troubles hadn’t been resolved yet, its success in taking Starlink down a 

notch had elevated the Guild’s overall morale. The Guild’s atmosphere had lightened, and Star-Moon 

Kingdom’s various powers had settled down. 

 

 

Moreover, the well-known adventurer teams that hadn’t previously been interested in the Guild now 

swarmed to Zero Wing’s Residence to negotiate partnership deals or join the Guild altogether. This 

increased the amount of work Shi Feng, Zero Wing’s Guild Leader, had to do. 

 

 

“Guild Leader, Unyielding Soul has contacted us, asking for an alliance. They want to confront Starlink by 

our side. They’re prepared to offer us a large number of Credits and a portion of their Realms of 

Refinement training resources. These assets should be enough to sustain our internal management and 

training for quite a while. In return, however, they want 150 Stamina Gemstones and 3,000 Exotic 

Stamina Potions,” Aqua Rose excitedly reported. 

 

 

Zero Wing desperately needed Credits, not Coins or Magic Crystals. The Guild’s real-world headquarters 

required a lot of money to maintain, and Zero Wing had been supplying the necessary funds by selling 

items and equipment for Credits thus far. However, due to Starlink’s financial attacks, Zero Wing had 

lost as much as 80% of its daily Credit income. 

 

 

Because of Zero Wing’s rapid development, the Guild continued to gain new members, including 

internal members. 

 

 

Shi Feng could’ve resolved his Guild’s need for Credits by selling virtual stores in Zero Wing’s territories, 

but he refused to sell these stores or offer long-term leases. Almost no corporation was willing to spend 

so many Credits on a virtual store in Zero Wing’s territory as a result. 

 

 

“Unyielding Soul is willing to share its Realms of Refinement training resources?” The news surprised Shi 

Feng. “Alright, tell them that we’ll agree to the alliance. However, we can only offer 60 Stamina 

Gemstones and 1,000 Exotic Stamina Potions upfront. If we give them any more than that, we won’t 

have enough for our own purposes.” 



 

 

Training resources were extremely important to any power, and they happened to be what Zero Wing 

needed most right now. 

 

 

Normally, a Guild would have a well-equipped training facility by the time it secured first-rate rank. 

However, while Guilds’ facilities might have the same quality, there was a massive difference in the data 

each facility accumulated. The various large Guilds relied on this data to nurture their internal experts. 

 

 

This training information was a Guild’s lifeline. This was especially true for superpowers. Typically, no 

one would willingly sell this data. At most, they might trade some information with other superpowers. 

 

 

 

Although Zero Wing had acquired Ouroboros’s training facilities and data, Ouroboros had only been a 

first-rate Guild. 

 

 

Even after combining Ouroboros’s many years of research with God’s Domain’s resources, nurturing 

Refinement Realms was still extremely difficult for Zero Wing, not to mention experts with even greater 

combat standards. 

 

 

If Zero Wing could gain access to a fraction of a super-first-rate Guild’s training data, nurturing 

Refinement Realm experts would become considerably easier. 

 

 

“I’ll send a reply right away.” Aqua Rose understood how important this matter was, as well, so she was 

excited to hear Shi Feng’s agreement. 

 

 



The Secret Pavilion’s training system was a large part of the reason that she had improved so quickly and 

reached her current standards. However, Zero Wing had a limited number of slots for the training 

system. Thus, just the thought of Zero Wing gaining its own Realms of Refinement legacy thrilled her. 

 

 

The two Guilds settled their negotiations very quickly, forming an alliance. This outcome significantly 

alleviated the pressure on Zero Wing, and the smaller Guild received a portion of Unyielding Soul’s 

Realms of Refinement legacy. 

 

 

Once this matter had been settled, Shi Feng accepted the Hero Crusade Quest and led Zero Wing’s main 

force toward the Falling Star Secret Land, the Lord of Fire’s home. 

 

 

As far as the public was concerned, Zero Wing already qualified to contend with Starlink, but Shi Feng 

knew this was only temporary. Starlink controlled three NPC Auction Houses and had far more territory 

than Zero Wing. As players reached higher levels, Starlink’s advantages would only become more 

prominent. 

 

 

Shi Feng had laid the foundation for his Guild, but because of the massive difference between the two 

Guilds’ starting points, Zero Wing had no hope of quickly catching up to Starlink. Furthermore, Starlink 

wasn’t Zero Wing’s only enemy; there were plenty of other powers eyeing Shi Feng’s Guild. 

 

 

If he didn’t link White River City’s Auction House to Stone Forest Town’s quickly and allowed the two to 

transform, Zero Wing would never be able to contend with superpowers’ financial prowess. 

 

 

Meanwhile, the moment Shi Feng’s team entered the Falling Star Secret Land, everyone on his team, 

excluding himself, gasped. 

 

 

This secret land looked like an entirely different world. Craters of various sizes pocked the barren 

canyon before them, and meteors occasionally fell from the sky, decimating the ground. The resulting 

shockwaves were so powerful they could likely kill players in an instant. 



 

 

Moreover, the monsters in the area ranged from Level 70 to 75, and the weakest were Lord ranked 

Laval Giants, while most of these monsters were High Lords or Grand Lords. These monsters also 

traveled in groups of ten or more. This place was even more frightening than a 100-man, Hell Mode 

Team Dungeon. An ordinary 100-man Tier 2 team would likely meet its end after venturing a few steps 

into the area. 

 

 

Fortunately, Zero Wing’s main force was far stronger than any ordinary team. With his Fragmented 

Legendary Shield, Cola alone could easily tank four or five Level 70-plus Grand Lords at the same time. 

And with Turtledove, Ye Wumian, and the other MTs assistance, these monsters posed no threat to Zero 

Wing’s team. On the contrary, this was nothing but an EXP farm to Zero Wing’s members. 

 

 

Although the Falling Star Secret Land had plenty of monsters, none of them could stop Shi Feng’s team, 

which carried a large number of Epic Weapons and Equipment pieces. After four hours or so of fighting, 

the team reached the secret land’s inner region. 

 

 

“Guild Leader, I found a tattered altar guarded by monsters. There’s a treasure chest on it. It seems to 

be an Inferior Legendary Treasure Chest,” Flying Shadow, who had been tasked to scout the area, 

suddenly reported in the team chat. 

 

 

“An Inferior Legendary Treasure Chest?” Shi Feng could not help but find the discovery odd. As far as he 

could remember, the Falling Star Secret Land shouldn’t even have an Epic Treasure Chest, much less an 

Inferior Legendary Treasure Chest. “We’ll head there immediately.” 

 

 

Shi Feng led his team to the coordinates Flying Shadow had given him. 

 

 

The altar had a total of three floors, each roughly ten meters high, and radiated an intense Divine Might. 

A magic barrier surrounded the altar, as well. If not for this barrier, Shi Feng had no doubt that the 

altar’s Divine Might would’ve even made movement impossible. 



 

 

What?! It’s real?! Shock colored Shi Feng’s features as he stared at the treasure chest glowing on the 

altar. 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 2116 – Another Inferior Legendary Treasure Chest 

 

 

Although the treasure chest’s orange glow was very faint, Zero Wing’s members audibly gulped when 

they saw it. 

 

 

An Inferior Legendary Treasure Chest had a high chance of dropping a Fragmented Legendary item. 

 

 

While most Guilds in the game had very little idea of a Fragmented Legendary item’s true value, Zero 

Wing’s core upper echelons were no strangers to the rare items, particularly Cola, Fire Dance, Gentle 

Snow, and Zhao Yueru, who all owned their own Fragmented Legendary items. 

 

 

A single Fragmented Legendary item was enough to elevate a player to peak-expert status. Such items 

were precisely the reason that Cola and the others could suppress peak experts. Without them, these 

four wouldn’t have been able to defeat a single peak expert even if they worked together and had the 

same Basic Attributes as their opponent. 

 

 

In fact, if not for Fragmented Legendary items, Zero Wing would’ve needed another three to five years 

to have any hope of contending with the various superpowers. 

 

 

Why is an Inferior Legendary Treasure Chest here? Shi Feng stared at the treasure chest on the altar 

with narrowed eyes, confused. 



 

 

He had visited the Falling Star Secret Land dozens of times during his previous life, but he had never 

heard or seen of this altar, not to mention the treasure chest on it. Moreover, it was an Inferior 

Legendary Treasure Chest. 

 

 

The only Inferior Legendary Treasure Chest Shi Feng had ever seen was in the Fallen Ark. He hadn’t even 

heard of another Inferior Legendary Treasure Chest, 

 

 

Yet, now, he had stumbled across an Inferior Legendary Treasure Chest in the Falling Star Secret Land. 

 

 

Could the Falling Star Secret Land have secrets I don’t know about? Shi Feng wondered. 

 

 

In the past, the only noteworthy thing anyone had found in the Falling Star Secret Land was the Lord of 

Fire. Once the Lord of Fire had been slain, the secret land had become a land of death. Even monsters 

had stopped spawning. 

 

 

Moreover, the altar’s Divine Might was extraordinary. This definitely hadn’t been constructed by 

mortals, but by Ancient Gods. 

 

 

“Guild Leader, should we work our way toward it?” Aqua Rose asked, unable to pull her gaze away from 

the Inferior Legendary Treasure Chest. 

 

 

Although there were around 500 Level 72 and Level 73 Lord ranked Lava Hounds roaming around the 

altar, these monsters were easy pickings for Zero Wing’s main force. It wouldn’t take long to clear out 

the area. 

 

 



“Wait a minute,” Shi Feng said. 

 

 

He then activated Omniscient Eyes and inspected every Lava Hound in the area. In God’s Domain, 

caution was necessary when encountering a treasure that didn’t match its location’s quality. A slight 

mishap could potentially be fatal. 

 

 

And that lethality would affect players’ careers in God’s Domain. 

 

 

 

Normally, players would only encounter situations like this after visiting Level 150-plus maps. To 

encounter such circumstances in a map below Level 100 was simply unheard-of. 

 

 

Of course, better safe than sorry. 

 

 

[Lava Hound (Eloch’s Avatar)] (Elemental Creature, Lord) 

 

 

Level 72 

 

 

HP 24,000,000/24,000,000 

 

 

“A hidden title?” “Shi Feng very quickly noticed something peculiar. When inspecting these monsters 

with an ordinary Identification Skill, players would only see ordinary Lava Hounds, but with Omniscient 

Eyes, these Lava Hounds had an additional title. “Eloch’s Avatar? Sure enough, this is a trap!” 

 

 



“A trap?” Fire Dance gave Shi Feng an odd look before asking, “But I’ve already inspected the area and 

didn’t discover any traps.” 

 

 

Before the full team had arrived, she had scouted both the altar and its surroundings, but she hadn’t 

discovered any traps, magical or physical. Her Disarm had already reached Master rank. Even if she 

couldn’t disarm Grandmaster Traps, she could easily detect them. 

 

 

“This isn’t your ordinary trap,” Shi Feng said, laughing. He then said, “Fire, lead an Assassin party and 

find a way to lure these Lava Hounds 100 yards away from the altar. Remember, do not kill a single Lava 

Hound.” 

 

 

Now, Shi Feng, more or less, realized why no one had mentioned this altar or the Inferior Legendary 

Treasure Chest it held in the past. 

 

 

Eloch was one of the Purgatory World’s Four Kings, known as the King of Death. 

 

 

Eloch was a bona fide Tier 5 World Boss. During the war between worlds in Shi Feng’s previous life, the 

Purgatory World had been one of the worlds the various Guilds had invaded. However, the Guilds had 

suffered a miserable defeat against Eloch. Despite sending 25 Tier 5 experts to raid the World Boss, the 

King of Death had slain them all in one move. it had been horrific. 

 

 

If a Tier 6 God-ranked expert hadn’t made an emergency appearance on the battlefield, every player in 

that war would’ve been annihilated. 

 

 

Even though the various large Guilds had eventually killed Eloch, they had sacrificed tens of thousands 

of expert players to do so, including more than 100 Tier 5 apex experts. Tier 4 experts had been of little 

use in the raid. 

 

 



Knowing that the Lava Hounds around the altar were Eloch’s Avatars, Shi Feng realized that this altar 

was Eloch’s treasury. Treasuries like this would appear in God’s Domain randomly. Players would only 

have one opportunity to claim these treasuries’ items. 

 

 

If they killed Eloch’s Avatars, Eloch would discover the transgression. If Eloch didn’t arrive personally, he 

would send a doppelganger. Even if this doppelganger were one tier lower than the World Boss and only 

Level 70, players still couldn’t afford to challenge it. 

 

 

Not only would every Zero Wing member in the area die, but Eloch would also move his treasury to a 

different location. Although such occurrences were rare in God’s Domain, Shi Feng had heard of a few 

instances. 

 

 

After Shi Feng finished issuing commands, Fire Dance led a party of Assassins to lure away the Lava 

Hounds around the altar. Once the last Lava Hound was more than 100 yards away from the altar, the 

magic barrier around it shattered. A boundless Divine Might gushed past the broken barrier, and Zero 

Wing’s members felt much heavier. Seeing this, Shi Feng activated Gale Domain and flew straight 

toward the altar. 

 

 

As he drew closer, he encountered stronger Divine Might. Eventually, the pressure was so powerful that 

his flying speed slowed to a crawl. 

 

 

 

As Shi Feng came within 50 yards of the altar, he didn’t have the Strength to move forward. 

 

 

Gritting his teeth, Shi Feng activated Heavenly Dragon’s Power, his Strength skyrocketing. He then 

continued toward the Inferior Legendary Treasure Chest, one inch at a time. 

 

 

As a Tier 5 World Boss, Eloch was only a step away from becoming a God. Obtaining such a being’s 

treasure wouldn’t be easy. 



 

 

Not only were the Lava Hounds guarding this altar Eloch’s Avatars, but they were also the energy source 

that protected the treasury. 

 

 

These Lava Hounds powered the magic array that protected the treasury, maintained its presence here, 

and sealed the Divine Might the treasury radiated. Without this energy source, the magic array would 

fade. Once it was gone, not only would the treasury’s Divine Might be released, but it would also 

destabilize space around it The treasury would forcibly return to its original space after no more than 30 

seconds. 

 

 

In other words, Shi Feng only had 30 seconds to retrieve the Inferior Legendary Treasure Chest once the 

Avatars had been lured away. 

 

 

However, Shi Feng’s speed was painfully slow, even after activating Heavenly Dragon’s Power. It felt as if 

some gigantic beast desperately pulled him back. 

 

 

Blade Liberation! 

 

 

With less than 20 seconds remaining, Shi Feng abandoned all hesitation and activated Twofold 

Berserker. 

 

 

With Twofold Berserk, Shi Feng’s Strength could rival a Mythic monster’s of the same level. He 

accelerated slightly, but he still felt slower than an ordinary player’s walking speed… 

 

 

As the seconds ticked by, Shi Feng inched closer to the Inferior Legendary Treasure Chest. 

 

 



Twenty yards… Ten yards… Five yards… 

 

 

Shi Feng’s remaining time continued to decrease. 

 

 

Fifteen seconds… Twelve seconds… Ten seconds… 

 

 

When only 10 seconds remained, space around the altar began to shatter. 

 

 

Just as the altar began to fade, Shi Feng finally placed his hand on the treasure chest. 

 

 

“Collect!” Shi Feng shouted. 

 

 

Collecting an Inferior Legendary Treasure Chest required eight seconds, and Shi Feng tensed as he 

watched the loading bar. The altar’s base had already disappeared, and the middle section had begun to 

fade away. 

 

 

Just as the treasure chest began to disappear, the sound of a system notification reached Shi Feng’s 

ears. 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 2117 – Forgotten Set 

 

 

System: Inferior Legendary Treasure Chest has been stored in bag space. 



 

 

System: A powerful Spell has been cast on this Inferior Legendary Treasure Chest. The treasure chest will 

drop upon death and cannot be opened within the Falling Star Secret Land. 

 

 

System: The King of Death has learned of the robbery and sealed off the Falling Star Secret Land. All 

monsters in the area have been enhanced. 

 

 

How vicious! 

 

 

Shi Feng did not know whether to cry or laugh after hearing the three system notifications. 

 

 

He had thought that he had secured the Inferior Legendary Chest, getting away scot-free, but it seemed 

that the trap still closed around him. 

 

 

Now that Eloch had sealed off the Falling Star Secret Land, players had only two means of escape. The 

first method required dying and resurrecting in the nearest graveyard. The second way was to kill the 

Lord of Fire. 

 

 

The Lord of Fire was the Falling Star Secret Land’s overlord, serving as the land’s power source. If this 

Boss died, the secret land wouldn’t be able to maintain any life. Then, the seal on the map would lift. 

 

 

However, due to the Inferior Legendary Treasure Chest, the secret land’s monsters had grown stronger, 

including the Lord of Fire. 

 

 



The Lord of Fire was already stronger than ordinary Mythic monsters since his territory was a secret 

land. Now that the seal around the area enhanced the monsters here, the Boss had likely grown as 

powerful as a Mythic ranked Archaic Species. 

 

 

Although players’ combat and equipment standards had improved a lot, dealing with Mythic monsters 

was still a challenge. Even the various superpowers relied on magic arrays and numerous attempts when 

raiding a Mythic monster. 

 

 

Not even an MT with a Fragmented Legendary Shield would last long against a Mythic ranked Archaic 

Species. Fortunately, players were permitted to use Summoning Spells they had learned in secret lands, 

although they couldn’t use items that summoned monsters. 

 

 

It seems we’ll have to level up before raiding the Lord of Fire. Shi Feng concluded after calming down. 

 

 

 

An Inferior Legendary Treasure Chest was worth far more than an ordinary Fragmented Legendary item. 

Based on their current situation, the system wanted his team to earn the treasure chest. 

 

 

Fortunately, he wasn’t on a time limit to kill the Lord of Fire. 

 

 

Although he had a ten-day arrangement with the Secret Pavilion, moving Stone Forest Town to the 

Bottomless Abyss wouldn’t be difficult. As long as players had the necessary status and 6,000 Mana 

Stones, it could easily be accomplished. Only, current players did not know how to transfer a town. 

 

 

The true difficulty would be acquiring the 6,000 Mana Stones. 

 

 



Six thousand Mana Stones was an astronomical amount to God’s Domain’s current powers. Even with 

the Philosopher’s Stone, Shi Feng would need 300,000 Magic Crystals to synthesize so many Mana 

Stones. Even superpowers would have a hard time sacrificing such a large number of Magic Crystals. 

 

 

However, the task wouldn’t be difficult for Zero Wing. Aside from the Manatite vein in the Sea of Death, 

Zero Wing had the Source Fire vein in the Flame Demon’s Valley. Although the Guild could only send a 

small number of players to mine the Source Fire vein, those players could collect a considerable number 

of Magic Crystals each day. Overall, not even ordinary superpowers could match Zero Wing’s Magic 

Crystal income. 

 

 

After deducting daily expenses and including the stockpile Zero Wing currently possessed, collecting 

300,000 Magic Crystals within ten days would not be a problem. 

 

 

When Zero Wing’s members saw the Inferior Legendary Treasure Chest in Shi Feng’s possession, they 

breathed a sigh of relief, especially Fire Dance and the other Fragmented Legendary item wielders. If 

Zero Wing secured another Fragmented Legendary item, the Guild would have one more peak expert, 

which was something it desperately needed right now. 

 

 

“Bad news, Guild Leader. Thousands of monsters have appeared around us. Most of them are Level 72-

plus Great Lords, with quite a few Grand Lords mixed in. They’re all heading straight for us,” Minor 

Wind, who acted as the team’s lookout, quickly reported. 

 

 

“Already?” Looking at the map Minor Wind had shared with the team, Shi Feng noticed a large number 

of red dots. 

 

 

So many Level 72-plus Great Lords and Grand Lords could easily capture a Guild Town. 

 

 

Not daring to be careless, Shi Feng led his team toward the Falling Star Secret Land’s central area. He 

had just activated Twofold Berserk, so he was still in a Weakened state. He would’ve normally hidden 

from these monsters, but now… 



 

 

Although Shi Feng was being particularly careful, man Great Lord Lava Giants roamed the path to the 

map’s core. Eventually, Shi Feng and his team had to stop and deal with these monsters. 

 

 

MTs hated Lava monsters more than any other. These monsters’ attacks could reduce their target’s 

Defense, and although each attack only dropped players’ Defense by 5% for 10 seconds, the debuff 

stacked. 

 

 

After a little over half an hour, Shi Feng’s team defeated the dozen or so Lava Giants they had 

encountered, but as the team began to move out, several glowing items appeared on the ground. It 

surprised Shi Feng. 

 

 

 

What?! This is Level 70 Secret Silver Equipment?! Shi Feng’s surprise grew into astonishment after he 

inspected one of the dropped equipment pieces. Could this be a result of the monsters’ enhancement? 

 

 

The Falling Star Secret Land had a high monster population, and they were stronger than average 

monsters. However, since these monsters didn’t drop loot, the Falling Star Secret Land had only become 

a good leveling area for players during Shi Feng’s previous life. If these monsters had dropped 

equipment, this secret land would’ve become a sacred grinding spot. 

 

 

Although Secret-Silver Equipment was average, the several pieces that had dropped from the Lava 

Giants were Level 70 equipment. The various major powers had barely begun to collect Level 65 

equipment, much less Level 70. It was easy to imagine how valuable these pieces were. 

 

 

“The Attributes on these Level 70 Secret-Silver boots are amazing! Their Defense is even higher than 

Level 65 Dark- Gold boots. They also reduce Stamina consumption by 3%. If my current boots didn’t 

have better Basic Attribute bonuses, I’d equip these in a heartbeat,” Ye Wumian exclaimed as he 

inspected the Level 70 Secret-Silver boots’ Attributes Shi Feng had shared in the team chat. 



 

 

“Those are nothing. Look at what I picked up,” Blackie said, delighted as he shared a cloth armor’s 

Attribute Panel. Everyone was stunned when they saw the item’s information. 

 

 

“Secret-Silver Set Equipment!?” 

 

 

Although the cloth armor was also Level 70 Secret-Silver rank, it was a part of the Forgotten Set, a four-

piece set equipment. Moreover, this set focused on reducing Stamina consumption. When wearing all 

four pieces, players’ Stamina consumption would drop by 30%. The cloth armor was far more valuable 

than the Level 70 Secret-Silver plate armor boots. 

 

 

The resources in neutral maps were tempting enough that most current players searched for a way to 

develop in these areas. However, neutral maps had harsh environments that placed a heavy burden on 

players’ Stamina. 

 

 

But as luck would have it, neutral maps were home to plenty of Field Bosses that dropped plenty of rare 

materials and items, including Skill Books, designs, and recipes. 

 

 

However, the various large Guilds were helpless against these Field Bosses. That difficulty wasn’t due to 

these Field Bosses’ immense power or players’ lack of Basic Attributes, but because they could increase 

players’ Stamina consumption. As a result, many raids on these Field Bosses failed because players ran 

out of Stamina… 

 

 

Meanwhile, Level 70 Secret-Silver Set Equipment that could reduce Stamina consumption was far more 

valuable than Level 70 Fine-Gold Set Equipment with Elemental Resistances. 

 

 

When Zero Wing’s players thought about the monsters in this area dropping set equipment that 

reduced Stamina consumption, their hearts raced. 



 

 

“Aqua, make the necessary arrangements. We won’t be venturing to the map’s core just yet. First, we’ll 

get rid of these Lava Giants. We’ll advance once we’re done,” Shi Feng said after giving the matter some 

thought. 

 

 

Equipment that reduced Stamina consumption was even rarer than equipment that provided universal 

Resistance. Although Shi Feng knew how to obtain a few such pieces of equipment, they were located in 

Level 100-plus neutral maps. 

 

 

In any case, his team members needed to level up before they could raid the Lord of Fire. Since these 

Great Lord ranked Lava Giants dropped equipment and set equipment that reduced Stamina 

consumption, he wouldn’t miss this opportunity. They might not have this chance once they killed the 

Lord of Fire. 

 

 

If they could collect enough equipment to arm a 100-man team, Zero Wing could use the many Field 

Bosses in neutral maps as a personal ATM. 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 2118 – Qualitative Transformation 

 

 

When the seal around the Falling Star Secret Land had enhanced the map’s monsters, it had also 

drastically increased the number of Great Lord ranked Lava Giants in the secret Land. Zero Wing’s 

members felt as if there were no end to these monsters as they continued to grind in the inner region. 

Only after eight days of constant grinding did they finally clear out most of the Lava Giants in the inner 

region. 

 

 

However, they had to admit that the Falling Star Secret Land was an excellent leveling spot. When Zero 

Wing’s members had first arrived in the secret land, they had been Level 66, but after eight days of 



grinding, every team member had reached Level 70. Even the various superpowers’ experts would be 

jealous of their leveling speed. 

 

 

As for Shi Feng, he had leveled up from 72 to 74. 

 

 

However, these players increased Attributes were far more significant than their higher levels. Every five 

levels was a minor turning point in God’s Domain, and as Zero Wing’s members leveled up, their Epic 

and Fragmented Legendary items rose with them. Now that they had reached Level 70, these item’s 

Attribute bonuses had received a small boost. 

 

 

If this team had been powerful when they had fought the various superpowers’ experts in White River 

City’s Auction Arena, they were monstrous now, especially Fire Dance, Gentle Snow, Zhao Yueru, and 

Cola. 

 

 

The team had also collected 11 cloth-armor Forgotten Sets, 9 leather-armor Offtrack Sets, and 8 plate-

armor Earthvein Sets over the last eight days. They had also collected more than 900 pieces of 

standalone Mysterious-Iron and Secret- Silver Equipment. Their harvest was many times more bountiful 

than grinding in Hell Mode Team Dungeons for the same amount of time. 

 

 

At this moment, Zero Wing’s members ganged up on an eight-meter-tall Grand Lord ranked Lava Beast 

in the deserted canyon. The Lava Beast bellowed in rage as its HP continued to fall under Zero Wing’s 

bombardment. When the Lava Beast was close to death, Fire Dance maneuvered behind the monster 

and used Absolute Strike to obliterate the last strand of the Grand Lord’s HP; her actions were so 

smooth that even her teammates were stunned. 

 

 

As the Level 74 Lava Beast crumbled into a pile of scorching rubble, everyone’s experience bars rose by a 

small chunk. 

 

 

“These Lava Beasts are really a challenge,” Turtledove complained as she looked at her HP bar. 

Currently, she had less than one-third of her HP remaining, and her Defense had fallen by 85%. 



 

 

With so little Defense left, she took more than -70,000 damage just from blocking one of the Lava 

Beast’s attacks with her shield. Unfortunately, due to the monster’s massive frame, every one of the 

Lava Beast’s attacks had a large AOE. 

 

 

As a result, the Lava Beast didn’t need special techniques to prevent its targets from dodging. 

 

 

If the team’s three main MTs hadn’t rotated tanking the Lava Beast, defeating the Grand Lord would’ve 

been impossible. 

 

 

“They are certainly tough. Its Lava Shield reduced out magical damage by half, too. Fortunately, we have 

good equipment. Any other team from our Guild wouldn’t likely be a match for it,” Aqua Rose said as 

she looked at the dead Lava Beast. 

 

 

The Lava Beast had a whopping 100,000,000 HP, and its battle recovery regenerated 2% of its HP every 

five seconds, double that of other monsters. If these players hadn’t had high enough DPS, they would’ve 

been helpless against the Lava Beast. 

 

 

Although the Lava Beast had been difficult to defeat, it had given Zero Wing’s players a surprise after its 

death. 

 

 

This one Lava Beast had dropped more than a dozen items. Its drop-rate was many times higher than 

the Lava Giants the team had faced earlier. 

 

 

 

“Guild Leader, how is it? Did any set equipment drop?” Blackie asked, giving Shi Feng an expectant look 

as he inspected the loot. 



 

 

This was the first time they had fought a Lava Beast, but no matter how Blackie looked at it, the Lava 

Beast should’ve dropped better loot than the Great Lord ranked Lava Giants since it was a Grand Lord. 

 

 

“There’s no set equipment, but it did drop something interesting. Here, take a look for yourself,” Shi 

Feng said as he shared the item he had appraised in the team chat. 

 

 

Only three of the dozen or so items the Lava Beast had dropped were equipment pieces, and they were 

all Level 70 Fine-Gold rank. Although these three pieces reduced Stamina consumption, they weren’t 

quite as powerful as the Level 70 Secret-Silver Set Equipment. 

 

 

However, these three pieces of Fine-Gold Equipment weren’t the highlight of the Lava Beast’s loot. 

Rather, it was a Skill Book for Super Recovery. 

 

 

[Super Recovery] (Super Spell) 

 

 

Instantly heals all allied players within a 30-yard radius for 40% of their Stamina and increases Stamina 

recovery rate by 200% and Basic Attributes by 15% for the next one hour. 

 

 

Cooldown: 12 hours 

 

 

Class restriction: Cleric 

 

 

“What a powerful Spell!” Blackie’s eyes nearly fell from their sockets after reading the Spell’s 

description. 



 

 

Not only did this Spell regenerate Stamina and heal players, but it also increased its targets’ Basic 

Attributes. 

 

 

“With this Spell, a 100-man team could easily explore neutral maps without worrying about their 

Stamina.” Aqua Rose was just as astonished. 

 

 

Many of the required materials for producing Resistance equipment and high-ranked potions could only 

be found in neutral maps. Collecting these materials was one of the main reasons that the various major 

powers had been trying desperately to explore neutral maps, all to prepare for the fight for First Clear in 

the Level 70-plus, super-large-scale Team Dungeons in these neutral maps.it 

 

 

Not only would a Guild become more popular and collect more top-tier equipment by securing one of 

these Team Dungeons’ First Clear, but it would also earn a Town Building Order, enabling the Guild to 

construct a new Guild Town in a neutral map. It was the equivalent of securing a neutral map’s 

management rights. 

 

 

There were only a limited number of kingdoms and empires around neutral maps. With control over a 

neutral map, a Guild would have a tough time not growing stronger. 

 

 

“We should let Violet learn this Skill Book,” Shi Feng said. 

 

 

The rest of the team agreed with his decision. Only members of the Cleric class could learn Super 

Recovery, and Violet Cloud was the Guild’s number one Cleric. Moreover, she constantly traveled with 

the Guild’s main force or led her own team when exploring neutral maps. The Spell was perfect for her. 

 

 



After Violet Cloud learned Super Recovery, Shi Feng continued to grind Lava Giants for EXP with his 

team. He also instructed Fire Dance and her Assassin party to split up in search of more Lava Beasts. If 

they were lucky, they might be able to obtain a few more Super Recovery Skill Books. 

 

 

 

While Zero Wing’s main force continued to grind Lava Giants and level up, Melancholic Smile called Shi 

Feng. 

 

 

“Has something happened?” Shi Feng asked when he saw Melancholic Smile’s anxious expression. 

 

 

“Guild Leader, Starlink has captured the Ore Empire’s Ore Blood Fortress. Not long after that, our 

members started to run into ambushes in the various neutral maps, especially our teams in the Ore 

Empire’s inner region. Our casualties are severe. I wanted to as Unyielding Soul for reinforcements, but 

it seems that it’s in a similar predicament. Starlink has basically started an all-out war with Unyielding 

Soul in the neutral maps bordering the Dark Night Empire,” Melancholic Smile reported. 

 

 

It’s no wonder why Starlink hadn’t responded. So, it was planning a massive assault in secret, Shi Feng 

thought as realization dawned. 

 

 

He had to admit that Starlink’s latest move dealt a painful blow to Zero Wing. 

 

 

At this point, Zero Wing’s influence permeated Star-Moon Kingdom. Since the Guild had regained its 

status as a basic member in the Secret Chamber of Commerce, almost no power could shake Zero Wing 

in its own kingdom. 

 

 

Knowing this, Starlink must’ve decided to take a more forceful approach and establish a foundation in 

the Ore Empire. Now that it controlled a fortress in the empire, it could dispatch a large number of 

experts, using its numerical advantage to extinguish Zero wing in the Ore Empire and other neutral maps 

around Star-Moon Kingdom. 



 

 

Furthermore, Starlink had solidified its position as the Dark Night Empire’s overlord. Other powers 

would have a very difficult time threatening its position, so it could afford to send a large group of 

experts abroad. And now that its position in the Ore Empire was stable, it wouldn’t have to worry about 

its experts’ development in the empire. 

 

 

Although Zero Wing had the Guardian Puppets and Hell Tanks, these war weapons were only suitable 

for large-scale combat. With how few of these war weapons Zero Wing had, protecting its members 

across massive neutral maps would be impossible. 

 

 

“Guild Leader, what should we do?” Melancholic Smile asked. 

 

 

“Tell everyone to stay together for now. If needed, spend some Magic Crystals and send our members 

through the Otherworld Gate to level up. For now, we’ll disregard developing in neutral maps,” Shi Feng 

responded after giving the matter some thought. “We’ll make further arrangements once I’ve finished 

my quest here.” 

 

 

“Understood.” Melancholic Smile nodded. 

 

 

After disconnecting the call, Shi Feng gathered his team, and they made their way toward the Lord of 

Fire. As for leveling up and grinding for equipment, they were out of time. 

 

 

The Falling Star Secret Land’s core was a molten hell. Only a few boulders still stood among the lava, 

barely large enough to hold 30 players. Meanwhile, a 50-meter-tall figure, made of flowing lava, lay 

among the liquid stone. The mountain-like figure radiated a frightening pressure that deterred any lava 

monster from approaching. 

 

 



“Guild Leader, are we really going to fight this Boss?” Blackie could not help his bitter smile as he looked 

at the Lava Giant. 

 

 

The rest of the team expressed similar reactions. 

 

 

The word ‘strong’ was no longer appropriate for this Lava Giant. This thing was practically invincible to 

current players. 

 

 

[Lord of Fire (King of Flames)] (Elemental Creature, Ancient Fiend, Mythic) Level 75 

 

 

HP 580,000,000/580,000,000 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 2119 – Secret Land’s Lord 

 

 

Ore Empire, on a vast plain a short distance away from the Ore Capital City- 

 

 

Lacking the usual patrolling Ores, this was the safest location near the Ore Capital City. Practically every 

power intending to explore the city had set up a campsite to shelter its members. 

 

 

A power that had recently arrived occupied a large plot of land in the crowded plain, but despite this 

power selfishly taking up so much area, none of the other powers dared to comment. This power was 

none other than Starlink, a superpower that even the various Super Guilds feared. 

 

 



As a 100-man team approached Starlink’s campsite, it attracted the attention of every player around. 

 

 

Every member on this team rode a pitch-black, three-meter-tall bear. The Mounts looked imposing and 

majestic, even from afar. Moreover, these mounted players were all Level 67 or above, and they 

radiated an intense bloodlust and moved like well-trained soldiers. To top it off, the weakest piece of 

equipment these players wore was Level 65 Fine- Gold rank. 

 

 

The surrounding players recognized that the pressure they felt from this 100-man team wasn’t simply 

due to a difference in Basic Attributes, but a difference in Life Ratings. 

 

 

Players felt stifled as the middle-aged man in the lead passed by. This man felt like a ferocious beast, 

and they knew he would shred them to pieces if they moved in the slightest. 

 

 

“Guild Leader, who is that? He looks somewhat familiar, but I can’t place him,” Purple Eye, who rested in 

the Star Alliance’s campsite, asked as she watched the stalwart man enter Starlink’s campsite. 

 

 

“Of course, you find him familiar. He came from a destroyed kingdom on God’s Domain’s western 

continent. You might not know his name, Startled Wind, but I’m sure you’ve heard his nickname, Mad 

Beast,” Galaxy Past said, a hint of fear flashing in his eyes as he watched the man pass. “I would never 

have thought that Starlink would recruit that lunatic. I’m afraid that Zero Wing may be in danger this 

time.” 

 

 

 

“He’s that Mad Beast?” The revelation surprised Purple Jade. 

 

 

Players on the eastern continent might not have heard of Mad Beast since the two continents didn’t 

have much interaction, but as a first-rate Guild’s upper echelon, Purple Jade had heard of some matters 

concerning the western continent. 



 

 

According to her sources, Mad Beast was famous for shaking the western continent. With a single 

adventurer team, he had destroyed a superpower’s kingdom. The various superpowers just didn’t have 

the power to stop that lunatic. 

 

 

Galaxy Past wasn’t the only player to recognize Mad Beast. Many of the Guild upper echelons in the 

area noticed the man. 

 

 

“As expected of Starlink. It has even recruited the Mad Beast. It’s no wonder why the various 

superpowers are so afraid of the Guild. Since Zero Wing made Starlink a laughingstock in front of the 

other superpowers, it’s definitely doomed.” 

 

 

“I wonder what Mad Beast plans on doing to Star-Moon Kingdom? Hopefully, he isn’t too ruthless. I 

don’t want to suffer alongside Zero Wing.” 

 

 

Startled Wind’s appearance sparked many discussions among the resting players. 

 

 

As Startled Wind arrived in Starlink’s campsite, Three Kills, Starlink’s Fourth Vice Guild Leader, moved to 

welcome the man. 

 

 

“Brother Wind, long time no see. It is truly wonderful that you are willing to help us out,” Three Kills 

said. He couldn’t help his inward sigh when he felt Startled Wind’s aura. 

 

 

Three Kills and Startled Wind were old acquaintances. They had even made their debut in the virtual 

gaming world around the same time. Only, Three Kills had been supported by the Super Guild, 

Jormungandr, while Startled Wind hadn’t had any backing. 



 

 

Now, however, Startled Wind’s nickname, Mad Beast, had spread across the western continent. He had 

even become Starlink’s Second Vice Guild Leader. Three Kills, on the other hand, was only Starlink’s 

Fourth Vice Guild Leader. 

 

 

 

“I understand that the Guild Leader wants to remove any trace of Zero Wing from God’s Domain. Since 

I’ve come, Zero Wing will meet its end,” Startled Wind said. “However, the Zero Wing members I’ve 

killed on my way here don’t seem overly impressive. To think that the Four Shadow Demons actually lost 

against these people…those four old men have truly fallen.” 

 

 

“Brother Wind, Zero Wing hasn’t yet dispatched its true experts. The Guild also has its Combat Puppets 

and Hell Tanks. A fight with Zero Wing won’t be easy,” Three Kills explained. 

 

 

“Zero Wing’s true experts and Combat Puppets? Interesting. I wonder whose blade is sharper, Zero 

Wing’s or mine!” Startled Wind said as he licked his lips, excitement flashing in his eyes. “Since Zero 

Wing’s experts refuse to meet me, we’ll make them show themselves. I’ve heard that Zero Wing has a 

town in the Ore Empire. I think my men and I will pay it a visit.” 

 

 

Following which, Startled Wind spun on his heel and led his men toward Silverwing Town. 

 

 

Meanwhile, Shi Feng watched the slumbering Lord of Fire in silence for a moment in the Falling Star 

Secret Land’s core. 

 

 

Why is he so much stronger? Shi Feng felt a headache begin to brew as he looked at the Boss’s Attribute 

Panel. 

 

 



The original Lord of Fire had already been much stronger than ordinary Mythic monsters, but now that 

he had become an Ancient Fiend, not even a 100-man team of Tier 3 peak experts would have much of a 

chance of defeating him, much less a 100-man team of Tier 2 experts. 

 

 

Ancient Fiend’s Life Ratings could rival Ferocious Beasts, overlords in God’s Domain during ancient 

times. 

 

 

Shi Feng had only killed the Flame Demon King due to his quest drastically reducing its strength, but this 

Lord of Fire was at his peak. Now, however, the Lord of Fire was at the peak of his strength. Even a 

1,000-man team filled with experts of the same level would fall quickly to the Lord of Fire. 

 

 

No, something’s not right! Shi Feng quickly noticed the glowing, golden divine runes hovering around 

the Lord of Fire’s body. Those runes were gradually merging with the Boss’s form. As far as Shi Feng 

could remember, the Lord of Fire shouldn’t have bom any divine runes. Moreover, the Boss’s aura was 

growing stronger, albeit very slowly. Is he in the middle of an evolution? 

 

 

Although God’s Domain’s Boss monsters rarely evolved, it wasn’t unheard-of. Generally, these 

evolutions only happened after players triggered certain events, but the process wasn’t easy to 

complete. Boss monsters normally needed half a month to evolve successfully. Of course, there had 

been cases of Bosses completing the evolution in two or three days. 

 

 

“Quick! Everyone, move together!” Shi Feng hurriedly shouted. 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 2120 – Time Waits for No One 

 

 



When Shi Feng realized that the Lord of Fire was in the midst of an evolution, he gathered his team and 

began the raid on the Ancient Fiend. 

 

 

Shi Feng had Cola, who wore the Flame Demon’s Crown, act as lead MT, while Turtledove and ye 

Wumian offered support from the sides. He instructed the rest of the team to stand by the Lord of Fire’s 

sides and wait for his command. 

 

 

Shi Feng’s urgency confused his teammates, but when they thought about how they could only leave 

the Falling Star Secret Land by killing the Lord of Fire or dying themselves, they obediently approached 

the Boss. 

 

 

“Go!” Shi Feng commanded once his players were in position. 

 

 

Leading the charge, Cola dashed toward the slumbering Lord of Fire. Although molten lava covered the 

ground, the high Fire Resistance the Flame Demon’s Crown provided made the lava feel like seawater to 

Cola. Cola soon arrived before the Lord of Fire and slashed at the Ancient Fiend with his sword. 

 

 

-13,745! 

 

 

As the Lord of Fire received damage, he opened his eyes, releasing a blinding, golden light The Boss’s 

deafening bellow then echoed across the burning field. 

 

 

The delay surprised Zero Wing’s players. 

 

 

Normally, Bosses attacked once players were within a certain range, but the Lord of Fire had only moved 

after Cola had attacked. Something was definitely wrong here. 



 

 

With a roar, the intensity of the Lord of Fire’s aura skyrocketed. The divine runes around his body began 

to glow brighter as if they were manifesting fully. 

 

 

Sure enough, he’s trying to evolve. Shi Feng could not help but smile. “Everyone, attack with everything 

you’ve got! Be careful of the fire rain and lava on the ground! Do not kill any of the lava monsters that 

emerge no matter what! Just lure them to the side!” 

 

 

In God’s Domain, monsters were at their weakest when trying to evolve, but if they were in danger, they 

could quicken their evolution forcefully. Although they had to pay an extremely high price to do so, they 

would become significantly more difficult to deal with once their evolution completed. 

 

 

After Shi Feng issued his orders, he sacrificed 7,000 Magic Crystal to his Ring of Gospel and activated 

Miniature World and Ring of Brilliance. 

 

 

 

The moment Miniature World took effect, the world’s power began to suppress the Boss. Unfortunately, 

the Lord of Fire was still an Ancient Fiend, and as a result, he only lost 20% of his Basic Attributes. His 

Strength was still far higher than any ordinary Mythic monster. 

 

 

Following which, the Lord of Fire jabbed at Cola’s raised shield. Upon impact, Cola stumbled four steps 

backward, losing more than 80,000 HP. 

 

 

“He’s so weak?” Cola was surprised to lose so little HP. 

 

 

He had more than 240,000 maximum HP. An attack that dealt a little over -80,000 damage was well 

within his tolerance. The team’s healers might feel a little overworked, at most. 



 

 

“Don’t hold back! Activate your Berserk Skills immediately! We need to kill the Boss before he 

completes his evolution!” 

 

 

As Shi Feng watched the divine runes around the Lord of Fire continue to form, he estimated that they 

had less than 20 minutes before the Boss completed his evolution. Every second counted right now. If 

they tried to fight the Lord of Fire like they usually did, they wouldn’t defeat the Boss in time. Once the 

Ancient Fiend completed his evolution, he could easily annihilate every one of them, even if he only had 

1% of his HP remaining. 

 

 

Hearing Shi Feng’s command, every member of the team activated their Berserk Skills and doubled their 

DPS. Now, their attacks dealt a minimum of -40,000 damage. Gentle Snow, Fire Dance, and Zhao Yueru 

easily dealt more than -100,000 damage with each attack. 

 

 

Naturally, Shi Feng didn’t hold back, either. After activating Heavenly Dragon’s Power, he activated 

Twilight’s Shadow and Twilight of the Gods. His eight doppelgangers then attacked the Lord of Fire 

simultaneously, and damages exceeding -70,000 appeared above the Lord of Fire’s head, one after 

another, with the occasional critical hit dealing over -100,000 damage. Seeing Shi Feng’s total DPS, 

everyone felt their hearts skip a beat. 

 

 

If their opponent were only a Level 75 Great Lord, not a Mythic ranked Ancient Fiend, they had no doubt 

that Shi Feng could defeat the monster in less than a minute. 

 

 

After another ten minutes, Zero Wing’s main force wore the Lord of Fire’s HP down to 30%. 

 

 

“Despicable mortals! You dare intrude on my slumbering grounds?! Burn to ash!” 

 

 



The Lord of Fire bellowed once more, and a blade of fire appeared in his hands. He then swung the 

blade before him. Boom! 

 

 

As the blade crashed into the ground, the impact felt like a volcanic eruption. The attack killed eight 

players instantly, and the earth under the flaming blade had vanished, leaving nothing but a cracked 

crater. 

 

 

The surviving team members gasped. 

 

 

With just one attack, the Lord of Fire had altered the battlefield’s terrain. Not only was his Attack Speed 

extraordinarily high, but the range of his attack was also absurd. 

 

 

 

“Don’t panic! Keep your distance! When the Boss begins to channel Mana, don’t stand in front of him!” 

Shi Feng calmly commanded. 

 

 

Shi Feng understood the Lord of Fire well. The additional fire-type damage the Bosses attacks inflicted 

was what made this monster so powerful. Without high enough Fire Resistance, even MTs of the same 

level would die instantly. 

 

 

This was why Star-Moon Kingdom’s various major powers had been utterly helpless against the Lord of 

Fire in Shi Feng’s previous life. Fortunately, Cola currently wore the Flame Demon’s Crown and had 

consumed a Master Fire Resistance Potion. Even when struck, he only took several thousand points of 

fire-type damage. 

 

 

Although the Lord of Fire had AOE Skills and Spells, as well, these attack patterns were quite simple. The 

attacks would be easy to avoid as long as players paid attention. 



 

 

As the seconds continued to tick by and the Lord of Fire lost more HP, the Boss became increasingly 

frenzied. From time to time, he activated Meteor Hand and bombarded Zero Wing’s players with 

multiple flying, flaming stones. Any player that these meteors struck, aside from Cola, died instantly, and 

as a result, the team continued to lose members. 

 

 

When the Lord of Fire cast Sea of Lava, a large-scale destruction Spell, Shi Feng activated Absolute 

Domain and protected his team from annihilation. 

 

 

When the Lord of Fire had only 5% of his HP remaining, Zero Wing’s team had fewer than 30 players. 

Seeing this, Gentle Snow activated Will of Light, her ultimate Skill. 

 

 

Five swords of light descended on the Lord of Fire, each dealing over -300,000 damage. Some attacks 

were even criticals, dealing twice as much damage. After all five swords had struck, the Lord of Fire had 

lost over 2,000,000 HP. 

 

 

Following which, Zhao Yueru activated the super-large-scale destruction Spell, Frostflame Hell, while 

Violet Cloud cast Dimensional Fracture and Shadow Rage. Aqua Rose and Blackie similarly cast their 

large-scale destruction Spells. 

 

 

As Spell after Spell plundered the Lord of Fire’s HP, the Ancient Fiend’s rage continued to grow. The Boss 

responded by summoning two blades of fire and brandishing them against these intruding players, every 

one of his slashes causing waves of lava that washed over Zero Wing’s members. Even Cola watched his 

HP drain, little by little, despite his active Titan’s Will, which reduced incoming damage by 95%. 

Unfortunately, the lava had killed Turtledove and Ye Wumian. 

 

 

When the Lord of Fire had less than 1% of HP left, he dismissed his flaming weapons and summoned a 

tidal wave of fire that surged toward Zero Wing’s team. Even space began to crack under the burning 

tidal wave’s might. 



 

 

“We’re doomed!” The color drained from Cola’s face as he watched the approaching attack. 

 

 

“Die!” 

 

 

Just before the fiery wave descended on his players, Shi Feng, who had already activated Power of 

Darkness, activated Blade Liberation and Divine Providence. He then countered the incoming tidal wave 

with a swing of his blade. Lightning Slash! 

 

 

A blue lightning bolt tore the tidal wave in half, and the Lord of Fire’s eyes dulled as hie collapsed into 

the lava, the resulting impact causing a small wave. 

 

 

 

 


